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technoLogy 
and society in 
tRansFoRmation— 
angleS on Tomorrow’S 
Urban logiSTicS

 goodman duisbuRg iii 
 Logistics centRe 
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The Competence Centre for Logistics and real estate just published the third 

consecutive edition of its survey, which has already evolved into a reference 

work for this market segment. It provides comprehensive data and trends in the 

areas of development, investment and financing, and thereby makes it possi-

ble to position this important industrial sector, which continues to experience 

a persistently strong demand as a property asset class. At this time, the sector 

across its various logistics regions is subject to a brisk dynamic, and so another 

purpose of the survey is to venture an outlook for it. In addition to a comprehen-

sive analysis and round-up of the conventional logistics sector, this survey also 

takes a closer look at city logistics.

Conventional logistics and city logistics interact in a closely networked collabo-

ration. However, city logistics differ considerably from conventional logistics in 

their requirements and applications. They require massive manpower, facilities 

that have a notably smaller footprint while being located in urban locations as 

central as possible, and extreme flexibility to satisfy the desiderata of end con-

sumers in an environment subject to relentless market pressure.

But cities with their high demand-driven parcel volumes happen to be locations 

with low land availability. City logistics compete with residential, office and re-

tail real estate. In their present testing ground, city logistics operators are look-

ing at a variety of creative solutions for coping with the space issue. As a result, 

properties whose rehabilitation used to be considered difficult are increasingly 

converted to new use. A variety of diverse and surprising solution approaches 

are on the table that duly take investor interests into account.

At the same time, city logistics finds itself in the stress field between classic 

town-planning and a massive technological shift—especially in the transport 

sector and in the context of emerging opportunities of big data analysis. City 

logistics real estate has to meet certain delivery- and workflow-specific needs as 

well as planning-law requirements while also having to combine these aspects 

with the effort of integrating into their local neighbourhood—especially in cen-

tral locations. At the same time, each city logistics sector calls for a differentiat-

ed approach. Options and challenges differ considerably depending on whether 

you are dealing with fresh food items, textiles or high-tech products.

What sort of conclusions are experts and practitioners currently deriving for city 

logistics? Which testing grounds are on the minds of all practitioners? And which 

properties and collaboration solutions satisfy the requirements of city logistics?

Aside from discussing the latest trends in conventional logistics, this survey 

focuses on the complex subject area of city logistics, which urgently requires 

market-ready answers and requires them soon.
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The partners of this survey series are major players in real 

estate financing, in the developer business, in project devel-

opment, in investment consultancy, and in strategic analysis 

and advisory in the “logistics and real estate” sector. Within 

the framework of this third “Logistics and Real Estate” sur-

vey, they provide an in-depth overview of the latest trends 

and contexts in this field. By doing so, they open a holistic 

perspective on the subject for companies, industry associa-

tions and the body politic to help them make forward-looking 

and strategically balanced decisions.

We are looking forward to fresh insights—the focus of this 

issue being on city logistics—and to an animated dialogue.

suRveRy 
ParTnerS

Berlin Hyp is a mortgage bank 

specialising in large scale real 

estate financing for profession-

al investors and housing companies. For its clients, Berlin Hyp 

develops bespoke financing solutions in the asset classes 

residential, office, logistics and retail. As a company associ-

ated with Germany’s savings banks, Berlin Hyp moreover has 

access to a comprehensive spectrum of products and servic-

es. Its clear-cut focus, its nearly 150 years of experience in 

the field, and its affiliation with the Sparkassen finance group 

make Berlin Hyp one of Germany’s leading real estate and 

mortgage credit banks.

beRLinhyp.de

For 70 years, BREMER has 

raised buildings within every 

kind of performance envelope, from shell-and-core construc-

tion all the way to turnkey solutions. BREMER is a mid-market 

company based in Paderborn and operating six branch offices 

in the German cities of Stuttgart, Ingolstadt, Leipzig, Hamburg, 

Bochum, and Krakow in Poland. In addition to logistics buildings, 

its spectrum of deliverables includes office schemes, home 

furnishing stores, refrigerated warehouses, light industrial build-

ings, stadiums and hypermarkets. Since 2006, BREMER has 

completed around 6 million square metres in logistics facilities 

for more than 100 renowned logistics companies.

bRemeRbau.de
gLass FRont oF the mömax 
Logistics centRe beRLin  
(Source: Bremer)  

seiFeRt Logistics centRe 
in maLsch 

 (Source: Goodman)  
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bulwiengesa is one of the major 

independent analytics firms for 

the real estate industry in Continental Europe. For more than 

30 years, bulwiengesa has supported its partners and clients 

in real estate industry issues as well as in location and market 

analyses, providing detailed data services, strategic consultan-

cy and bespoke expert opinions. The company’s RIWIS online 

information system delivers richly informative microdata, time 

series, forecasts and transaction data. The data of bulwiengesa 

are used by Deutsche Bundesbank for the European Central 

Bank (ECB), the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and 

the OECD, among many other clients.

buLwiengesa.de

Based in Australia, Goodman Limited is an 

integrated real estate group that owns, de-

velops and manages logistics and commercial 

facilities in Continental Europe, the United 

Kingdom, the Asia-Pacific region, North America and Brazil. 

It invests in industrial zones, warehouses and distribution fa-

cilities, and has more than 23.8 billion euros in assets under 

management today. For Goodman, Germany represents the 

largest logistics property market in Europe. Goodman entered 

the German market in 2004, and has developed around 3.4 

million square metres of commercial floor area since. The 

German real estate experts of Goodman operate out of their 

two branch offices in Düsseldorf and Hamburg.

goodman.com

Based and listed in London, Savills is one the 

leading, globally active real estate service pro-

viders domiciled and listed in London. In Ger-

many, Savills employs a staff of around 200 

professionals at seven offices in the country’s leading real es-

tate locations these being Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Frank-

furt, Hamburg, Munich and Stuttgart. The company’s Industrial 

team, headed by Bertrand Ehm, is the market leader in the ar-

eas of letting, sales and investment consultancy for occupiers, 

developers, owners and buyers of industrial and logistics real 

estate. Clients include mid-market manufacturing companies 

as well as globally operating logistics service providers.

saviLLs.de
FiRe escape oF the gReenFieLd  

Logistics centRe acheRn  
 (Source: Bremer)  

exampLe oF a muLti stoRy Logistics 
buiLding in hongkong 
(Source: Goodman)  
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 waRehouse unit in  
 a distRibution centRe 
 (Source: Bremer) 



The evaluation of facts and figures in the areas of development, investment 

and financing is complemented by one-to-one interviews with a number of ex-

perts and practitioners from corporates, municipalities and research institutes 

as well as by online panel surveys that provide fascinating insights. Ultimately, 

the idea is to arrive at an end-to-end analysis of the “logistics and real estate” 

subject complex. 

the main peRk 
oF this suRvey 
seRies: exPerTS  
and PracTiTionerS 
conTribUTing
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 exPerT: Raimund paetzmann 

 areaS of exPerTiSe: e-commeRce, city Logistics, 

 innovations, and digitisation 

Raimund Paetzmann is an independent advisor with extensive 

experience in the areas of e-commerce and real estate. He has 

more than 25 years of experience in the field, defined mainly by 

his 14-year stint with Amazon Europe.

Raimund Paetzmann has been active in all sectors of the real 

estate industry during the two-and-a-half decades. He started his 

career in 1991 by initially managing the portfolios of smaller and 

mid-sized companies across asset classes, before taking a posi-

tion with Union Investment for three years. In 2002, he played 

a key role in devising the expansion policy of Amazon Europe. 

As real estate director and member of the European senior ex-

ecutive level, Raimund Paetzmann was in charge of the design 

and the strategic network planning for the European fulfilment 

centres. He helped to mastermind the development of a new 

generation of logistics hubs. Paetzmann and his team were re-

sponsible for finding, acquiring and setting up 34 logistics centres 

plus 25 smaller hubs with a combined logistics space of 3 million 

sqm in Europe. Looking back on 14 years of Amazon experience, 

Raimund Paetzmann is currently taking a sabbatical. At the same 

time, he is advising municipalities, investors, developers and op-

erators in regard to e-commerce and digitisation strategies.

 exPerT: maRio gLöckneR  

 areaS of exPerTiSe: e-commeRce, ReaL estate,  

 RetaiL tRade 

Mario Glöckner studied economics at schools in Germany and 

Australia, majoring in international business, before starting 

his career in the real estate industry where he has focused on 

the areas development, sales, and consultancy in various as-

set classes. In 2012, he joined the team of Zalando SE. Mario 

Glöckner has headed the portfolio management of Zalando 

Real Estate since July 2016. In this role, he is responsible for 

the entire real estate inventory, including the tasks of capacity 

planning and contract management. He and his team ensure 

that a sufficient supply of floor space is on hand to accommo-

date the rapid growth of Zalando.

Zalando is Europe’s leading online apparel platform. The Zalan-

do online shop gets more than 160 million visitors per month, 

and covers more than a dozen European markets, including 

Austria, Belgium and Denmark. Through its recent acquisition 

of Kickz, a leading multi-channel retailer in this sporting goods 

segment, the company took over an existing network of stores 

and effectively entered the brick-and-mortar retail business.

 exPerT: RaineR kiehL 

 areaS of exPerTiSe: cep seRvice pRovideR,  

city Logistics, mobiLity

Rainer Kiehl has been with UPS, one of the largest CEP (cou-

rier, express and parcel services) companies since 1986, cur-

rently as project manager for city logistics.

Rainer Kiehl started his career with UPS by learning the par-

cel delivery trade from the ground up, in keeping with UPS 

tradition. In 1988, he became operations manager at the UPS 

branch in Herne in the Ruhr, moving on to become the cen-

tre manager there a year later. During the years that followed, 

Rainer Kiehl passed through a number of departments before 

being appointed project manager for city logistics in 2015. He 

is responsible for providing support to UPS branches as well 

as cities and communities in the effort to accomplish an emis-

sions-free city logistics operations. The set-up of a mini-depot 

system the company successfully introduced in Hamburg in 

2012 has since become a recognised standard worldwide.

 exPerT: Janine dietze 

 areaS of exPerTiSe: buiLding constRuction,  

 constRuction Law, innovations, digitisation 

Janine Dietze is a certified civil engineer with a degree from the 

Dresden University of Technology, and is currently responsible 

for the logistics sector at Drees & Sommer. 

Janine Dietze completed her degree program in civil engineer-

ing with accolades, having majored in the academic disciplines 

of construction management and project management. She 

has been with the company Drees & Sommer since October 

2010. Serving as project manager and project partner, Janine 

Dietze focuses mainly on projects for industrial and public-sec-

tor clients. She oversaw, for instance, plant conversions and 

strategic repositioning efforts for the OSRAM works in Regens-

burg and Malaysia, the construction of various manufacturing 

plants for forklift trucks of Jungheinrich AG, as well as a num-

ber of multi-project management construction projects for the 

city of Dresden. From the start, Janine Dietze sought to expand 

her expertise in the compilation of feasibility studies, project 

analyses and site planning, and has comprehensive knowledge 

and experience in cost, contrast, schedule and quality manage-

ment. At Drees & Sommer, Janine Dietze is instrumental in 

setting up the consulting arm for the logistics industry. To this 

end, she commits specifically the expertise she gained through 

the development of numerous logistics real estate projects for 

industry players and by handling the “Flex-Hub (Im)mobilien” 

concept of BMW.
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 exPerT: dR. thomas steinmüLLeR 

  areaS of exPerTiSe: investment, city Logistics, 

 ReaL estate 

Dr. Thomas Steinmüller is member of the Executive Board of 

CapTen AG. 

Having taken out a degree in industrial engineering with a focus 

on logistics from the University of Technology in Berlin, Dr. 

Thomas Steinmüller held various positions in logistics consult-

ing firms. For many years, he was Head of International Logis-

tics Financing at Aareal Bank AG, and currently serves as mem-

ber of the board and Managing Director of CapTen AG. Dr. 

Steinmüller also chairs the committee of the Logistics Real 

Estate Platform at the ZIA German Property Federation.

CapTen AG is a consultancy firm that concentrates on the sub-

ject areas of logistics and real estate. One focus is on in-depth 

research in combination with predictions for the near future, as 

well as the analysis of wildcard effects. 

 exPerT: pRoF. dR. tobias Just 

 covering The areaS: FinanzieRung, immobiLien 

Prof. Dr. Tobias Just is Academic Head of the International Real 

Estate Business School (IREBS) and professor for real estate 

economics at the University of Regensburg.

Having completed his vocational training as wholesale and for-

eign trade agent at the Otto mail-order company in Hamburg, 

Tobias Just read macroeconomics at the universities of Ham-

burg/Germany and Uppsala/Sweden. He obtained his doctorate 

on the subject of globalisation and ideology at the University of 

the Federal Armed Forces in Hamburg; his thesis actually won 

the university’s science award in 2001. Between 2001 and Oc-

tober 2011, Tobias Just served as Senior Economist at 

Deutsche Bank Research, focusing on construction- and re-

al-estate-related issues and on the development of industry 

analysis tools, before becoming Head of Industry and Real Es-

tate Market Analysis in 2008. Tobias Just was Research Fellow 

at the American Institute of Contemporary German Studies at 

Johns Hopkins University in Washington DC. He obtained his 

venia legendi at the University of Technology in Berlin on the 

subject of “demography and real estate” in 2010. Since 2012, 

Tobias Just has been member of the management board of the 

Urban Land Institute Germany and President of the German 

Society of Property Researchers (gif). In 2013, Tobias Just was 

cited by leading real estate journalists as “Head of the Real 

Estate Industry.”



executive SUmmary
The logistics industry is booming like never before. There is 

a keen demand for logistics real estate, and market evidence 

suggests new record levels for the ongoing year 2017—

in terms of both building activity and investments. One of 

the key drivers of this development is the steadily growing 

e-commerce sector. The thing is: The market still lacks ade-

quate facilities that would satisfy the logistics requirements 

of the last and final mile.

The increase in e-commerce in combination with ever shorter 

delivery times (same day/same hour) necessitates closer geo-

graphic proximity to the customers on the part of the logistics 

operators. As a result, online retailers hunting for suitable dis-

tribution centres (hubs) compete increasingly with brick-and-

mortar retailers in Germany’s inner cities. Solutions for the last 

and final mile—both in regard to the increasing goods deliv-

ery traffic and regarding the construction of smaller inner-city 

distribution stations—require a constructive interaction of all 

stakeholders, including the municipal body politic above all. 

 

For the time being, the logistics industry still gravitates toward 

the development of large-scale logistics properties. These tend 

to be located on the periphery of metropolises or in the sub-

urbs, and have convenient access to the nearest motorway, 

railway line or airport. Since 2012, the logistics real estate sec-

tor has been growing at an annual rate of 5.2%. Preliminary 

projections suggest that this year will far exceed the current 

year-end record, which was only set in 2016. Logistics space 

completions are expected to increase by 12% year on year in 

2017. Even the speculative development of new logistics fa-

cilities is increasing, and it reflects the confidence within the 

industry and its optimistic market outlook.

executive summaRy

“the classic urban developers for 
mixed-use area or shopping centres 
lack the required logistics competency. 
while the asset classes mixing here are 
conventional ones, there are no market 
players who provide them yet.” 
Raimund paetzmann, 
independent adviseR
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one solution approach in city logistics 
involves a cascading system: large central 
warehouses in integrated conurbations 
re-stock the supply warehouse on the urban 
periphery, which in turn re-supply small 
micro-depots in the inner cities. 
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Inner-city logistics require a new and smaller type of property. 

One solution approach could be to introduce new use formats 

into existing structures; purpose-built new buildings would pre-

suppose a clear requirements profile to accommodate various 

occupiers, but so far none exist. Another factor that hampers 

the development of city logistics real estate is the high rent 

level in the inner cities—and the unwillingness among policy-

makers to proactively address this issue. But there are signs 

indicating that the mentality has begun to shift in regard to high-

er rents. Service providers are increasingly prepared to accept 

higher rents in order to be closer to their customers, and to 

have a footprint downtown. 
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investments by oRigin oF buyeR and yeaR, 2012-2016, 2017*
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The building-specific requirements in such inner-city logistics 

real estate are—for the time being—unclear; unit sizes could 

extend from 15 to 25 square metres for micro-depots, to a max-

imum of 3,000 square metres for micro-fulfilment centres, and 

all the way to 4,000 to 6,000 square metres for urban fulfilment 

centres located inside or on the edge of an urban district. De-

cisive here is a tightly knit distribution to maintain a wide-area 

presence close to the customer. To this end, multi-storey and 

underground car parks, lock-up retail units and offices could 

be converted; a comeback of urban business parks is already 

under way, and keywords like “vertical cities” and “intermodal 

stations” have become highly relevant for city logistics. Inter-

im solutions currently include pop-up storage units in shipping 

containers and so-called flex hubs.

executive summaRy
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booming investments—FoReign 
pLayeRs cLaim neaRLy 80%  
oF the maRket action

At the same time, the investment market for logistics real estate 

is booming. Both national and international investors are looking 

for sustainable investments. Market evidence points to a fast 

growth in investments from outside Germany in 2017. By the 

survey key date of 31 July 2017, an impressive 79% of all in-

vestments in the German logistics market had been committed 

by foreign market participants. Decisive for this figure were the 

portfolio transactions by Logicor (Blackstone/USA) and CIC (Chi-

na Investment Corporation). Generally speaking, there is a de-

monstrable trend toward portfolio transactions. Having made 

up 40% of the total sales in 2015, their share of the market 

climbed to 51% in 2016, and accounts for 70% of the sales 

transacted in 2017 to date. Meanwhile, the trading intensity 

remains high, and certain properties and portfolios were al-

ready sold more than once in 2017. The enormous appeal of 

the German logistics market has caused yield rates to harden 

slightly, especially in the so-called “Big Seven” cities. Lately, 

investors have also started pushing beyond the Class A cities. 

geRmany middLe eastnoRth ameRicaeuRope misceLLaneousasiaaustRaLia



do you agRee? entiReLy new city 
hubs wiLL deveLop in Locations 
cLose to town centRes (e.g. mobiLe 
distRibution hubs in containeRs, 
mixing oF the use types waRehouse, 
oFFice, RetaiL, etc.)
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oppoRtunities opening FoR  
FinancieRs even in city Logistics 

As keen as financiers are to invest and finance: At the mo-

ment, there is a lack of scalable concepts for inner-city logistics 

real estate, notwithstanding the record level building activity. 

Compared to other asset classes, the segment is exposed to 

comparatively high risks. No uniform risk-return profile exists 

for city logistics real estate, and the costly one-off examination 

of each case hampers the financing effort. As an asset class, 

logistics real estate is subject to a high degree of differentia-

tion, one building being different from the next. Especially the 

subject of city logistics offers plenty of room for new ideas 

and creative concepts. 

19

rank 1: munich (  1)

rank 2: beRLin (  1)

rank 3: hambuRg (  -2)

rank 4: haLLe/Leipzig (  2)

rank 5: LoweR bavaRia (  7)

hidden chamPionS:

rank 6: Rhine-RuhR (  4)
rank 13: münsteR/osnabRück (  9)
rank 5: LoweR bavaRia (  7)

Focus on geRmany’s seven  
top Regions

In the ranking of Germany’s logistics regions, Munich and Ber-

lin outperformed last year’s industry leader, which was Ham-

burg. The region Rhine-Ruhr also made gains, as did Stuttgart 

and Lower Bavaria. In sync with the trend in the real estate 

segments residential and office, Germany’s logistics real es-

tate market manifests a general concentration on the sev-

en top locations. This is unsurprising insofar as deliveries in 

the major metropolises are increasing—as developments in 

e-commerce and the growing significance of city logistics are 

coming full circle.

Implementing the outlined cascading system, which is ulti-

mately the prerequisite of same-hour and same-day delivery, 

will probably be sensible only in Germany’s densely populat-

ed A- and B-class cities. The model will be profitable in the 

medium term only if a high throughput is achieved, because 

otherwise the rent level of city logistics facilities will be unable 

to match the rack rents paid by competing types of use in the 

urban environment. 

0 = absoLuteLy not agRee aveRage assessment

100 = totaLLy agRee about signiFicance 

acRoss paneLs



 goodman LahR Logistics centRe 
 deveLoped FoR zaLando 
 (Source: Goodman) 



1, 2 For a definition, see the online glossary.

The current economic environment is characterised by an extremely fast-

paced development. The first edition of the survey series “Logistics and real 

estate” already touched upon the most important mega trends, including glo-

balisation and Industry 4.0, among many others.

The progressing digitisation is having a steadily growing effect. The Internet of 

Things is entering private households as much as manufacturing and logistics 

businesses. Private individuals face changes whose ramifications they cannot 

yet fully comprehend, and the same is true for the administrative, political 

and industrial sectors. We are exposed to a technology that defines more and 

more of our day-to-day reality, our buildings and out cities.

Digitisation with all its possibilities changes the ways in which we manufac-

ture, consume and distribute the goods between production and consump-

tion. e-commerce is particularly instrumental in driving a fundamental shift in 

city logistics processes: options such as same-day delivery (SDD) and same-

hour delivery (SHD) keep intensifying their complexity. This context moves 

online grocery shopping increasingly into focus which is causing definitive 

changes to the distribution channels. New technologies also makes industrial 

production fit for intra-urban or more remote manufacturing sites. The auto-

mobile industry faces enormous pressure to change in response to e-mobili-

ty and digitisation. Technological change also manifests itself in “smart city” 

concepts and the exploitation of “big data.”

These developments will define future workflows and structures of urban sup-

ply chains for the last (SDD1) and the final mile (SHD2) and thus have the po-

tential to change the appearance of our cities in the long run. This chapter will 

therefore be devoted to discussing selected innovations in distribution and digi-

tal innovations that have already changed city logistics or could change it in the 

future. Both the experts and the various panels were interviewed on the subject.

digitised 
distRibution—
how innovaTionS 
inflUence ciTy logiSTicS
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no way aRound e-mobiLity

Electric mobility will inevitably gain in significance in the con-

text of solving the issues of city logistics. For one thing, electric 

vehicles can be used to bypass access restrictions for conven-

tional diesel-powered delivery vehicles in inner cities. Deliver-

ies using electric vehicles may principally take place at night 

even, because they meet the permissible sound levels. Particu-

larly CEP service providers have taken a proactive approach in 

their deployment of electric vehicles in city logistics.

make oR buy—cep seRvice pRovideRs 
tRy theiR hands at automotive  
engineeRing

CEP service providers play a key role in the handling of city 

logistics processes. The search for solutions that would permit 

converting vehicle fleets to sustainable modes of propulsion 

has been going on for years. Since the required kind of vehi-

cle is not available from conventional carmakers, CEP service 

providers like DHL and UPS hunted for alternative solutions, 

and were intrigued by the products of start-up companies like 

Urban Cargo or StreetScooter. But despite such innovative ap-

proaches, it will take some time yet before the industry has 

fully converted to environmentally friendly vehicles because 

the existing spectrum of electric vehicles lacks the technical 

maturity to make them a fully qualified substitute for conven-

tionally powered vehicles. This concerns both range and car-

go capacity. Nonetheless, CEP service providers have already 

stepped up their use of electric vehicles in many cities. The on-

going political scandals surrounding conventional fuel-powered 

drive systems could actually boost demand for, and speed up 

development of, electric delivery vehicles even if their general 

fitness for purpose remains subject to doubt at this time. An-

other auspicious alternative that is being tested for urban B2C 

express deliveries are e-cargo bikes, such as the Cargo Cruiser 

by UPS. While the major CEP services take a comparatively 

progressive approach, some newcomers in the city logistics 

services business are counterproductive, driven by the margin 

pressure. They outsource more often and more extensively to 

sub-contractors whose vehicle fleets tend to consist exclusive-

ly of vehicles driven by obsolete combustion engines.

 RaineR kiehL, ups: 

“For the time being, the vehicle models on the market do not 

yet meet all the requirements, so we are still fitting diesel-pow-

ered vehicles with electric motors. From a traffic engineering 

point of view, it still hardly matters whether I make deliveries in 

a diesel-powered or an electric vehicle. The emissions impact 

is primarily generated by the traffic backing up behind the de-

livery vehicle. This represents a much graver issue, and should 

be addressed. We see a lot of potential in the cargo bicycle, 

simply because it causes no congestion. Sad to say, not every-

one is seeing things in context yet.”

elecTric mobiliTy
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The mega trends now emerging in German society manifest 

themselves in an increased delivery volume, on the one hand, 

and in a fast-growing environmental awareness plus a corre-

sponding political agenda, on the other hand. This has creat-

ed challenges in city logistics that call for innovative solutions. 

Many companies, but also cities and municipalities, are already 

conducting pilot or research projects aimed at structuring or 

restructuring urban distribution. Which trends are particularly 

relevant in this context?

innovaTionS in diSTribUTion

digitised distRibution

 Raimund paetzmann, 

 independent adviseR: 

“The massive shift in shopping behaviour toward online buy-

ing and the increased significance of omni-/multi-channel 

distribution with the objective to deliver within the next hour 

forces online retailers to move much closer to their custom-

ers. So you have what used to be pure online retailers who 

are increasingly entering into competition with classic brick-

and-mortar retailing.”



Fig. 1 exampLes oF aLteRnative means oF tRanspoRt in city Logistics

the ups caRgo bike “caRgo cRuiseR” in FRont oF  
a micRo-depot consisting oF containeRs  
(Source: UPS) 

dhL stReetscooteR  
(Source: DHL Deutsche Post Group)

aiRboRne dRones cannot soLve the 
issues oF city Logistics …

Drone towers and flying warehouses from which whole swarms 

of drones resupply the population with goods—speculative 

patent applications or media-savvy pilot projects by Amazon, 

Google and others made headlines in the recent past. Since 

drone technology has made enormous advances in recent years, 

the question presents itself whether or not they could indeed be 

a potential solution for the last-mile and very-last-mile logistics.

In the context of logistics drones, you need to make a basic dis-

tinction between

 · aerial drones,

 · ground drones and

 · hybrids likes the Bin:Go prototype built by Fraunhofer IML.

Drones are developed as autonomous means of transport or 

as component operated in combination with conventional ve-

hicle-bound deliveries. In the United States, for instance, UPS 

is field-testing a combination delivery using drones that depart 

from the roof of a delivery vehicle. Drones could enable CEP 

services to make deliveries to or from places that are hard or 

impossible to access for conventional delivery vehicles due to 

statutory regulations or physical obstacles. Test environments 

have included mountain regions or islands.

Tightened regulations for the use of unmanned aerial vehicles 

(UAV) that Germany ratified in January 2017 put limits on their 

operation in terms of maximum flight altitude and flight paths. 

The obligation to substantiate knowledge of how to operate 

UAVs weighing 2 kg or more and the requirement to obtain a 

flight permit from the state aviation authorities for UAVs weigh-

ing 5 kg or more have drastically raised the organisational effort 

for aerial drone deliveries.

It is probably for this reason that the interviewed panel of experts 

rate both the influence and the implementability of aerial drones 

in city logistics as rather low after all. Lenders and occupiers 

are the groups most inclined to recognise the potential of this 

option. The lasting significance of aerial drones is rated highest 

by lenders. Inversely, the most conservative assessment came 

from the municipalities, although it trails the property developers 

and investors by only a narrow margin.

 pRoF. tobias Just,  

 iRebs ReaL estate business schooL: 

“To me, the power imagination seems to get the better of con-

siderations of viability for mass consumption, not least because 

so many legal issues concerning the deployment of drones and 

autonomous vehicles have yet to be resolved. So it is too early 

to rate these means of transport as the only sensible alterna-

tive—least of all as a prospect for the next five to ten years.”

drone delivery
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Fig.  2 how signiFicant wiLL unmanned 
aeRiaL vehicLes have as autonomous 
means oF tRanspoRt FoR city Logistics  
in the coming 5 to 10 yeaRs?
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Fig.  3 how signiFicant wiLL unmanned 
gRound vehicLes have as autonomous 
means oF tRanspoRt FoR city Logistics  
in the coming 5 to 10 yeaRs?
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… autonomous caRs have  
a gReateR potentiaL

Unmanned ground vehicles may use the existing infrastructure. 

The six-wheel drone made by Starship Technologies, which is 

battery-powered and travels at walking speed (about 6 km/h) 

is capable of dodging pedestrians and of asking pedestrians 

to press traffic light buttons for it. One staff member can su-

pervise up to 100 drones simultaneously. The Starship robot 

vehicle has a payload of about 15 kg and is meant to deliver 

grocery purchases to end customers who are notified of the 

impending delivery via an app. Hermes has field-tested the use 

of Starship robotic cars for deliveries in London and Hamburg, 

among other places.

The image of unmanned ground vehicle systems resembles the 

one outlined for aerial ones. It is defined by scepticism, even if 

influence and implementability get slightly higher ratings. Once 

again, the tenants/occupiers are mainly responsible for the devi-

ation in assessment, as they can imagine an even higher number 

of options. Especially Amazon and the CEP service providers are 

devoting intense research to their usability. For instance, UPS is 

currently working with the start-up business Nüwiel to take the 

development of a smart, electrically powered bicycle trailer to 

the next level that would make it a largely autonomous transport 

assistance for delivery staff. In its final development stage, the 

trailers are supposed to follow the delivery staff autonomously 

like a drone. 

So far, none of the unmanned ground vehicle models have be-

come established broad-based solutions in city logistics. Even 

the deployment of land-based autonomous vehicles is fraught 

with legal uncertainties, albeit less profound ones than those in-

volving aerial drones. On the whole, ground drones are expected 

to have only a minimal impact on city logistics. Here, the lender 

panel is more or less as sceptical as the other panels.

None of the interviewed experts consider aerial drones a viable 

solution for city logistics issues. Self-driving vehicles, by contrast, 

are seen by several of the respondent experts as an auspicious 

approach considerable potential. Some argue that they could po-

tentially bring about fundamental changes in inner-city distribution.
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 Raimund paetzmann, 

 independent adviseR: 

“Autonomous driving will initiate the biggest and most far-reach-

ing change of the next five years, assuming that traffic control 

systems are optimised, and will cause and accelerate massive 

changes in city logistics processes.”

In this context, it is assumed that e-mobility vehicles of a ca-

pacity of 14 to 16 cubic metres will be operated autonomous-

ly. Unmanned ground vehicles are considered a minor add-on 

option only.

However, the practical feasibility of an urban distribution sys-

tem using land-based robots is also met with scepticism. In-

stead, the exploitation of existing resources for city logistics 

purposes are seen as the real challenge and as having greater 

leverage for inner-city distribution.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“Personally, I cannot imagine that drones will deliver goods—

neither in the air nor on the ground. [...] From my point of view, 

it is much closer to reality to take advantage of capacities and 

movements that are already in place. You see, there are plenty 

of cab drivers and parcel service providers doing empty runs.”

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, capten ag: 

“In most cases, the ‘final mile’ can only be covered by car-

go bikes and drones, assuming we are talking about land-

based drones that depart from (disused) underground car 

parks (in the future). I don’t believe in airborne drones in an 

urban environment.”

Fig. 4 exampLes FoR paRceL dRones in seRvice

ups combination deLiveRy using van and dRone 
(Source: UPS)  

staRship Robot in hambuRg  
(Source: Starship Technologies)  

Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position 
along the x axis shows how implementable a given innovation is estimated to be. The 
position on the y axis shows how high the influence on city logistics is expected to be. 
The diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the technology. The 
intersection of  straight lines  reflects the average of influence and implementability as 
benchmark figure across all panels.

municipaLities

pRopeRty deveLopeRs

investoRs

LendeRs

tenants/occupieRs
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live Testing ground: experimenting  
with existing infrastructure in the  
city logistics lab

The concepts presented so far aim definitively at the deploy-

ment of novel technologies to solve the problem of the last 

and final mile. On top of that, however, the use of existing in-

frastructure or the exploitation of traffic flows that take place 

anyway could present a possible solution:

Various concepts are currently under development or in test-

ing that try to integrate city logistics into existing systems and 

traffic flows. 

crowd logistics/Sharing economy

So called “crowd logistics” concepts that are part of a “sharing 

economy” (C2C) seek to exploit existing but unused transport 

capacities, the business model essentially relying on the goods 

delivery to end customers by private individuals. Crowd logis-

tics start-ups in Germany include e.g. ÜberBringer, Packator 

and CoCarrier.

There appears to be a consensus across panels that crowd 

logistics concepts are definitely a realistic option in the context 

of urban distribution. Although they are not expected to bring 

radical changes, the various panels—especially investors and 

property developers—are convinced that this innovation will be 

both influential and persistent.

Fig. 5 how signiFicant wiLL the shaRing 
economy be FoR city Logistics in the 
coming 5 to 10 yeaRs?
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Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position 
along the x axis shows how implementable a given innovation is estimated to be. The 
position on the y axis shows how high the influence on city logistics is expected to be. 
The diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the technology. The 
intersection of  straight lines  reflects the average of influence and implementability as 
benchmark figure across all panels.
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Transports using Public Transportation  
infrastructure

Volkswagen relies on the use not of existing traffic but of ex-

isting public transport infrastructure for deliveries to its Dres-

den car plant, where the public transport services operate the 

CarGo tram for the purpose, financed by VW. Hypothetically 

speaking, the idea could be introduced in any city that operates 

a relevant infrastructure network (rapid transit, underground, 

tram or even bus systems).

Yet the panels collectively reject the use of public transpor-

tation, e.g. in the form of a tram or as separate rapid transit/

underground carriage within the framework of city logistics 

distribution. The only panel that sort of warmed to the idea 

was the one of the property developers, but even their assess-

ment of this proposal seems muted, comparatively speaking. 

Lender and municipalities are least convinced of the concept’s 

sustained implementability or its impact on city logistics.

Private cars as drop-off Station

The “Smart ready to drop” concept that was presented by 

DHL in collaboration with the maker of the Smart microcar in 

2015 proposed to install certain technological components in 

the boots of participating cars that would turn them into par-

cel lockers. The recipient uses an app to generate a code, and 

parks his or her car close to the stated delivery address. Doing 

so will authorise a delivery person to access the boot of the car 

once to deposit a parcel. While the idea of delivering parcels 

and goods to private vehicles via third-party access to the boot 

has not been welcomed with open arms, it is deemed compar-

atively realistic by some respondents. Especially tenants and 

occupiers of logistics real estate, including CEP service pro-

viders, can easily imagine that this add-on option could have 

a major influence on city logistics and become an established 

standard in the long run. Lenders and municipalities are much 

warier of the concept. Property developers and investors cover 

the middle ground, as they differ in their assessments.

Fig. 6 how signiFicant wiLL pubLic mass 
tRansit systems (pubLic tRanspoRtation) 
be FoR city Logistics in the coming  
5 to 10 yeaRs?

Fig. 7 how signiFicant wiLL deLiveRies 
to the Recipient’s pRivate vehicLe via 
one-time cep pRovideR access be FoR city 
Logistics in the coming 5 to 10 yeaRs?
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rethinking city logistics:  
Underground goods Transport

Most concepts take a pinpoint approach and seek to relieve city 

logistics with small-scale measures or to reconfigure certain 

aspects of it. An alternative approach is taken by “Cargo sous 

terrain” or CargoCap. These introduce an entirely new trans-

port medium. Even if there are differences between the two 

aforesaid concepts, they share the definitive idea of moving 

goods transportation underground. The advantages are quite 

obvious: Surface traffic is relieved, while emissions from de-

livery vehicles (noise, exhaust fumes) are eliminated. A higher 

average speed would even accelerate the transportation pro-

cess compared to conventional modes of transport. The sub-

terranean system envisions goods haulage from large logistics 

centres to automated distribution facilities in inner cities and on 

the urban periphery. Goods movement inside the tunnel would 

involve—depending on the concept—two or three palettes in 

electrically powered and, where needed, refrigerated vehicles 

whose control is fully automatic. The goods hauled to the urban 

periphery would be collected in operator-independent consoli-

dation centres and reorganised. Inversely, the inner-city trans-

port would rely on autonomous electric vehicles onto which 

the palettes are loaded at the distribution stations.

The principles of the two concepts resemble each other and 

sound fascinating. But the interviewed panels of experts are 

currently not convinced, and returned sceptical assessments. 

The most optimistic ones among them were tenants and occu-

piers, but even their ratings were on the lower end of the scale. 

Their scepticism is basically plausible considering the fate of 

previous projects developed below ground. They tend to be 

costly, protracted and very risky—because the ground is not 

always well mapped, and drilling operations have to navigate a 

maze of pipes and cables.

Fig. 8 how signiFicant wiLL the 
undeRgRound goods distRibution be FoR 
city Logistics in the coming 5 to 10 yeaRs?
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Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position 
along the x axis shows how implementable a given innovation is estimated to be. The 
position on the y axis shows how high the influence on city logistics is expected to be. 
The diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the technology. The 
intersection of  straight lines  reflects the average of influence and implementability as 
benchmark figure across all panels.
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alternative Shipping Service Providers

ceRtain staRt-ups intend to 
RevoLutionise city Logistics: 
managed without a paRceL seRvice, 
using the woRkpLace as aLteRnative 
deLiveRy site FoR b2c shipments …

A number of start-up businesses are trying to revolutionise the 

ways and means of inner-city distribution. An approach that 

differs from that of crowd logistics, for instance, is the corpo-

rate start-up pakadoo by logistics service provider LGI. It offers 

companies the work-life service option to have parcels deliv-

ered to their employees at the workplace independent of the 

original delivery service. Participating companies need to define 

a pick-up spot for the parcels and assign a staff member plus 

a smartphone for the acceptance of parcels as well as for the 

management of possible returns.

This approach met with the most favourable response among 

the expert panels in this year’s survey. The implementability 

and sustainability are actually rated as slightly higher than the 

actual influence the concept is likely to have on city logistics. 

All things considered, the panels appear to rate the chances 

that this service will establish itself as rather realistic.

… oR b2b shipments

The shipping service provider shipcloud offers a unified inter-

face to Germany’s major mail-order service providers for the 

purpose of integrating the shipping processes of shops and 

merchandise management systems. The idea here is to save 

time and money, and simultaneously to maintain the clients’ 

autonomy vis-à-vis the various service providers.

The start-up companies presented here are based on digital 

services. In a wider sense, these providers would act as “ex-

changes” or coordination agents. In other words, they are 

not involved in the physical goods haulage; there are virtual-

ly no start-ups for that. This means that the material part of 

city logistics would remain in the hands of the established 

CEP service providers, unless new players enter the market. 

Exceptions include companies like Amazon whose market 

dominance has motivated them to build up their own delivery 

services. In the initial stage, they are largely outsourced to 

sub-contractors. Due to the narrow margins these companies 

earn, however, the innovative momentum in regard to the 

transport process is rather limited.

Fig. 9 how signiFicant wiLL the consoLidated 
deLiveRy by a city Logistics seRvice 
pRovideR be in the coming 5 to 10 yeaRs?
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The public debate on the subject of city logistics often fore-

grounds the transport aspects, including traffic movements 

and the emissions impact associable with them. Discussions 

of this sort focus on traffic engineering and subsequently on 

urban-planning issues. As said above, autonomous vehicles 

that are operated or at least assisted by artificial intelligence 

currently represent an auspicious option for mastering the 

macro-societal shift toward a modern logistics for the 21st cen-

tury. The previous section already touched upon the subject 

of innovations that influence urban distribution. These are to 

a large extent based on digital technologies, which in turn rely 

on data handling.

What are the options that the new digital logistics have in store 

for us? In what ways could the supply chain processes be more 

efficiently structured? A brief snapshot introduces the possible 

drivers of the process, and outlines the ramifications that they 

could have for city logistics.

big data is the Raw mateRiaL  
oF Logistics 4.0

The developments in the area of digital logistics are entirely 

based on the advanced availability of data—be they data for 

optimising the itineraries in road-bound transport or data for the 

evaluation of internal business processes. 

Aggregating large quantities of data should not present any se-

rious challenges. Data can be captured via sensors, obtained 

from sources freely accessible to the public or derived by 

analysing the value chain parameters. Depending on the type 

and purpose of a given enterprise, the data enter into specific 

decision-making solutions. The derivative of this process may 

be referred to as smart data. Smart data enables the involved 

stakeholder to make fact-based decisions, and is therefore one 

of the big key words of Logistics 4.0.

pRedictive anaLytics—
ReinteRpReting oLd thought 
patteRns 

E-commerce and data go hand-in-glove, and relate to more 

than one dimension:

 · The sales and distribution process for end customers is

supposed to proceed as conveniently and swiftly as possible. 

Same-hour-delivery would not be possible without big data.

 · Things like customer account and customer card are used 

to tie end customers who use the various platforms as 

closely to the respective online retailers as possible.

 · The customer should be as familiar as possible, because 

knowing all customers and markets makes it possible to make 

highly accurate predictions about ordering patterns.

To ensure these objectives are achieved, the data mined should 

be as personalised as possible. The effort yields massive 

amounts of data across individuals and markets, and these are 

in turn synchronised with other data, e.g. data obtained through 

market research. Big data analyses help to derive forecasts re-

garding future buying patterns.

Basically, this is hardly new. Even in the 1950s, store owners took 

a similar approach—except that they used their cash ledgers and 

heads rather than cloud computing and predictive analysis.

innovaTion driven by digiTiSaTion and big daTa30
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 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR,  

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“In the 1950s, you had the mom-and-pop stores which in-

tuitively stocked the things that their customers needed be-

cause they knew their customers first hand—a data collec-

tion in the human mind, if you will. These retailers used to 

buy their goods at the wholesaler’s and knew that customer 

Jones, for instance, would want to buy chocolates for Christ-

mas, and so they would order them ahead of time from the 

wholesaler. Naturally, the latter had no way to respond quickly 

to the latest fashion trends. But that was hardly necessary in 

the 1950s anyway.

The whole e-commerce business, with Amazon in the lead, 

works exactly the other way round. They offer a vast spec-

trum of merchandise without having it physically in stock, and 

deliver to their customers whatever they want. The only way 

this can work is via big-data analysis.”

The internet giants are not the only ones wrestling with the 

issue. There are a number of examples that show the ways in 

which complex logistics business can be predicted from the 

present-day perspective. Germany is home to numerous start-

ups that would like to establish themselves in the stress field 

of digital logistics. Smart data is one of the key issues in this 

context. Here are a few selected examples:

 · Conbee is developing active automated ID/RFID sensor tech-

nology that makes it possible to uniquely identify and locate 

all products involved in the logistics process. As a result, any 

product can become part of the Internet of Things (“IoT”). This 

could in turn enhance supply chain efficiency.

 · The Hamburg-based start-up business Evertracker picked up

on this idea and put an artificial intelligence (AI) product for 

the logistics industry on the market. Items are fitted with GPS 

trackers so that they can communicate with the Evertracker 

platform. The AI in turn is capable of learning and understand-

ing processes in order to execute them automatically and pre-

dictively in the future.

 · Another start-up business in the “logistics gone smart”

category is the company Synfioo. This company taps into large 

quantities of external and internal data sources in order to pre-

dict for transport planners whether certain incidents are likely 

to cause transport delays. It calculates the prospective time 

of arrival, warns all stakeholders that disturbances have oc-

curred, and proposes alternatives. To this end, the information 

is integrated into existing transport management systems.

puReLy digitaL documents 
management via bLock chain 
a business ReaLity by 2020

The term block chain refers to a data storage technology. Block 

chain databases became well known in conjunction with crypto-

currencies. But they are also used as basis for numerous appli-

cations. There are countless development options, but they are 

all in their infancy still.

Essential elements of an ideal block chain include:

 · A ledger of transactions between operators

 · The data sets are located in a decentralised network that is 

copied multiple times.

 · The ledger is impervious to manipulation.

Block chains will become important in the future for “smart 

contracts,” for instance. They will permit real-time tracking of 

the delivery status and any delivery information that was saved 

on a given shipment. Long waiting periods at customs, which 

still account for a large part of the overall delivery time of a sea 

cargo container, will become a thing of the past. The technolo-

gy permits the quick and cheap exchange of information across 

the globe. In addition to the Emirate of Dubai, for instance, the 

shipping company Maersk, the port of Rotterdam and the retail 

group Walmart rely increasingly on block chain technology. It 

has the potential to speed up global supply chains considerably.

what does the technicaL 
deveLopment impLy FoR Last-miLe 
Logistics?

No matter what product you look at, it already comes with a 

logistics log extending across the globe by the time it arrives at 

the end customer’s doorstep. The optimisation effort addresses 

every part of this logistics process. A drilldown to the level of 

city logistics suggests a variety of potential digitisation effects. A 

prominent example would be the future “smart city.”
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cities aRe deveLoped into smaRt 
cities using smaRt technoLogy.

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“Traffic areas, squares and buildings are increasingly net-

worked. Traffic and navigation do not end at the front door, but 

continue seamlessly inside the building. Knowing the proper 

itinerary makes it possible to deliver parcels and shipments 

more efficiently and more precisely even within large building 

structures, e.g. in hospitals, universities and also in large cor-

porate branch offices.”

Not just the time factor but also the location is the subject of 

technological advancement. For some market players, the focus 

is not on the fastest possible delivery but on the end customer. 

Customers are supposed to be able to say when, where and 

how they want the delivery. This is to be made possible by weav-

ing a tightly knit local delivery network.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“We set up our hubs not in greenfield locations but in residen-

tial areas where people live. This makes it all the more impor-

tant to avoid generating extra traffic and instead to make smart 

use of existing traffic movements.”

Knowing the location of the end customer also factors in such 

deliberations.

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“In the field, the ramifications of this could be that CEP ser-

vice providers know at any time where their customer is, e.g. 

by tracking their mobile phone. One could picture it in a way 

like the ‘marauder’s map’ of Harry Potter that tells you where 

everybody is located at any given time. The same principle 

could also be applied to the real world. Parcels would be de-

livered wherever the calendar entry or the tracking says the 

customer is or is likely to be located. Of course, this option 

presupposes the customer’s consent.”

Networking the data of different sources can create numerous 

new fields of application, as outlined above. But many regulatory 

hurdles will have to be cleared yet before this develops into a 

generally available option.

Fig. 10 synFioo tRanspoRt pLanneR at woRk

(Source: Synfioo)
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As a result of the dialectic of societal developments and tech-

nological innovations, city logistics are undergoing a fundamen-

tal shift. Innovation is strongly driven by the need to cut carbon 

dioxide emissions and traffic, and simultaneously to cope with 

a massive increase in delivery volumes, especially in the B2C 

sector where SDD and SHD are quickly gaining in significance. 

Moreover, retailers have to accommodate ever more differenti-

ated customer requests.

In order to get on top of SHD in city logistics, the aforementioned 

technologies will have to attain maturity first. What matters is 

the proper networking of the diverse technologies and players 

in the industry to find optimal solutions. At the moment, these 

structure are still being set up. Only if all stakeholders interact 

can the “problem of the last and final mile” be solved.

In addition to the development of new means of transport and 

digital solutions, the focus is also on the efficient use of exist-

ing traffic flows and infrastructure to generate value-added for 

inner-city distribution. Meanwhile, start-ups have become impor-

tant players in all of the discussed areas, either contributing deci-

sive developments under their own steam or forcing the industry 

giants to come up with innovations of their own.

One of the most important levers for addressing the logistics of 

the last and final mile is the avoidance of traffic. Here, it is impor-

tant to operate as close to the customer as possible. The ways in 

which the planning and operating of city logistics have changed 

translate into altered requirements in logistics real estate. The 

specifications of premises and logistics properties that retailers 

and CEP service providers will need to perform tomorrow’s city 

logistics operations will be outlined in the following sections, fea-

turing interviews with experts and polls. Other questions that 

present themselves are whether these logistics facilities are al-

ready under development on a major scale, or whether they are 

available in the built-up cityscape, or whether a lack of available 

land will hamper further development.

floor SPace reqUiremenTS for Tomorrow’S 
ciTy logiSTicS being adjUSTed
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 zaLando Logistics centRe LahR
 (Source: Goodman)  



 docking gates at a 
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As in previous years, the market for logistics real estate is paced by extremely 

high occupier demand this year. The floor space stock is unable to meet de-

mand not least because a large part of the property stock is obsolete or fails 

to meet current requirements. As a result, construction of new schemes is 

under way on a major scale. But just how voluminous is the building activi-

ty? Where is it happening, and, above all, who is behind the developments? 

These are the question to be answered in this chapter. It will moreover provide 

an outlook on prospective developments. Are there manifest signs of shifting 

trends? Against the background of the key subject of city logistics, this year’s 

survey will also analyse whether any large-scale building activity in this seg-

ment is already apparent.

The analysis drew on the bulwiengesa real estate database, which lists all 

building activities in the logistics real estate segment that were identified 

through our research efforts. We also matched our data closely with the data 

of market operators whose developments account for the bulk of warehouse 

construction in Germany. We looked only at pure storage and logistics ware-

houses. Conversely, we ignored light industrial and other commercial real es-

tate such as business parks or similar, which are covered by the market report 

on multi-use and multi-let commercial real estate by Initiative Unternehmen-

simmobilien, and which are not part of the logistics market.

Our analysis had the use of a data pool of 1,340 assets built between 2012 

and 2017, plus 415 specific pipeline assets (projects either under construction 

or in an advanced planning stage). “Land banks” and “ghost projects” were 

deliberately ignored by the evaluation. The obtained figures are therefore not 

distorted by such anomalies. Key date for the evaluation was 31 July 2017.

the deveLopment 
maRket for  
logiSTicS real eSTaTe
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Logistics ReaL estate compLetions 
Reached aLL-time high in 2016

Demand for new completions in the logistics real estate seg-

ment remains high, and in Germany it is increasingly met by 

completed new schemes. The completions total of around 

3.5 million sqm in 2012 was topped by nearly 4.6 million sqm 

in 2016, setting a new high-water mark for the period under 

review. The figure implies an annual growth rate of 5.1% for 

newly completed logistics facilities during the past five years. 

During the fourth quarter of 2016, more than 1.5 million sqm 

of completed logistics space were registered, which implies a 

new record in construction volume per quarter.

2017 LikeLy to set a new RecoRd in 
compLetions

The upward trend in floor space requirements in the logistics 

sector has continued in 2017. Especially the unchecked growth 

of the e-commerce sector is driving the demand for space and 

the building activity. If you take pipeline properties into account, 

over 5.1 million sqm in new completions will come on-stream 

in 2017—which would exceed the record volume of 2016 by 

nearly 12% in logistics space. It would also be substantially 

more than the medium volume of new construction for the 

time between 2012 and 2016, which was barely 3.8 million 

sqm. For the first time, the volume of new logistics space com-

Fig. 11 Logistics FaciLity compLetions in geRmany, by quaRteR and yeaR, in ‘000 sqm,  
2012 – 2016, 2017* 

The develoPmenT volUme of logiSTicS real eSTaTe 
in germany, 2012 ThroUgh 2017
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* The evaluation includes all completions up to the key date of 31 July 2017 plus floor space still in the pipeline  
(projects under construction or in planning, slated for completion before the end of 2017)
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pleted in Germany per quarter would top the mark of 1 million 

sqm. The fourth quarter of 2017 stands out with a particularly 

high completions rate but it cannot be ruled out that some of 

the projects will not be completed on schedule and extend into 

2018. The logistics space completed between 2012 and 2017, 

pipeline included, will thus add up to around 23.9 million sqm.

pLenty oF pRoJects in the  
pipeLine FoR 2018 

Meanwhile, there are plenty of development projects for 

new logistics schemes in Germany in the pipeline for 2018, 

too. Specific project planning that includes no so-called “land 

banks” and “ghost projects” already accounts for around 5.0 

million sqm. Although the realisation of any announced project 

is fraught with uncertainties, many construction projects, like 

those that SME owner-occupiers intend to launch next year, 

remain unknown for the time being. All things considered, it 

is therefore safe to assume a high probability of occurrence.

floor area in
 '000 Sqm

/year

q1

q2

q3

q4

yeaR-end
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The development activity in this market is defined by a wide 

variety of players: In addition to several major project developers 

active inside and outside Germany, there are numerous market 

participants limited to certain regions or to small-scale owner-

occupied assets. Industrial and trading companies with a 

proprietary logistics arm build large-scale schemes, but do so 

for their own portfolios. While the building activity of the past 

few years was dominated by actual demand, there has lately 

been a rise in speculative building activity, pursued essentially 

by property developers of logistics schemes. This raises their 

significance among logistics property developers.

overview of develoPerS and TyPeS
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Fig. 12 : Logistics FaciLity compLetions in geRmany, by deveLopeR type, 
2012 – 2016, 2017*

RetaiL Logistics opeRatoR cep seRvice pRovideRs Logistics opeRatoR

pRopeRty deveLopeR owneR-occupieR/industRiaL

* The evaluation includes all completions up to the key date of 31 July 2017 plus developments still in the pipeline  
(projects under construction or in planning, slated for completion before the end of 2017)
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the pRopeRty deveLopeRs’ shaRe in 
buiLding activity Rises noticeabLy 
in the Long-teRm pictuRe.

Out of the total completions in the logistics sector between 

2012 and 2017, property developers will have completed 

around 11.3 million sqm by the end of the year. This equals 

a share of over 47% of the total volume of 23.9 million sqm. 

Retail logistics operators and industrial players, including 

owner-occupiers of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), 

are next in line with a share of 17% each. Both of these groups 

often prefer to raise their own facilities. To some extent, this 

is also true for logistics firms, which claimed a share of around 

16% during the period of 2012 through 2017. But it is just as 

obvious that their share is following a negative trend and that 

logistics operators rely increasingly on property developers.

In analogy to previous years, CEP service providers represent 

the developer type with the lowest percentage of new logistics 

facilities raised during the period under review. At around 

657,000 sqm, the logistics floor space completed by them 

represents barely 3% of the total volume that came on-stream 

between 2012 and 2017. The reason is that CEP service 

providers often prefer to rent logistics facilities rather than 

develop their own. However, new transshipment properties 

keep being raised in order to stay abreast of the fast-growing 

parcel shipment volumes. The mean footprint of such facilities 

tends to be comparatively small at around 10,000 sqm.

The share of property developers in the volume of new 

construction continued to go up in 2016 despite the already 

high year-end total of the previous year as it climbed to 57%. 

The property developer share is expected to maintain its level 

of 55% in 2017 without ascending further. Retail logistics 

operators, in keeping with their 6-year mean, came in second, 

yet their share in the development volume plummeted from 

23% in 2015 to 14%. The dip could be attributable to the fact 

that the initial adaptation phase which the logistics networks of 

the relevant companies went through by constructing regional 

distribution facilities could be concluded. They could conceivably 

engage with city logistics solutions in the short and medium 

term. The share of owner-occupiers kept dropping from its 

already comparatively low level of 2015 to 14% in 2016, which 

means that this group claimed the smallest share throughout 

the period under review. Then again, market evidence points to 

a slightly increased share of completions in 2017 at around 17%.

top peRFoRmeR goodman Raised  
1.8 miLLion sqm oF Logistics space

Between 2012 and 2016, the Australian Goodman Group raised 

1.8 million sqm in new logistics facilities. With 471,500 sqm of 

logistics space completed, 2016 turned out to be the most 

active year for Goodman yet. Large-volume projects complet-

ed in 2016 included the Zalando logistics centre in Lahr and a 

BMW distribution centre in Kleinaitigen with a combined floor 

area of around 200,000 sqm. 

maJoR gRoceRy RetaiL Logistics 
opeRatoRs Remain in the Lead FoR 
the time being

Trailing the Goodman Group at considerable distance—un-

changed since last year’s comparison—as developers with 

the second- and third-largest construction volumes are the 

Schwarz Group (Kaufland, Lidl) and the EDEKA Group. The 

development volume of Schwarz Group equalled around 

627,000 sqm between 2012 and 2016, compared to the 

415,000 sqm in new floor space developed by EDEKA Group. 

The EDEKA Group completed only 24,000 sqm of floor area 

in 2016, which is only about 2,000 sqm more in new com-

pletions between 2012 and 2016 than the volume of Panat-

toni Europe, which now ranks fourth on the list. Last among 

the top 5 was VGP with a completions volume of more than 

391,000 sqm over the past five years, the prominent ranking 

reflecting the completion of 190,000 sqm of new floor area in 

2016. Conversely, SEGRO and Alpha Industrial dropped out 

of the top five ranking in logistics real estate development 

for the past five years. The developer with the second-larg-

est completions volume in 2016 was Doblinger Group, which 

raised a BMW distribution centre and spare parts warehouse 

in Wallersdorf in Lower Bavaria with a combined floor area of 

nearly 220,000 sqm.

While EDEKA Group raised only a small volume of new logis-

tics space in 2016, the completions total of Schwarz Group 

was comparatively high at almost 175,000 sqm. A look a the 

pipeline shows that neither the Schwarz Group nor the EDEKA 

Group are planning to raise big box assets with gross lettable 

areas of 100,000 sqm or more at the moment.
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1. goodman gRoup (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 1,800,500 sqm

2. schwaRz gRoup (RetaiL Logistics opeRatoR): 701,000 sqm

3. edeka gRoup (RetaiL Logistics opeRatoR): 415,000 sqm

4. panattoni euRope (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 413,000 sqm

5. vgp (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 391,000 sqm

6. pRoLogis (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 353,000 sqm

7. aLpha industRiaL (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 308,000 sqm

8. segRo (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 285,500 sqm

9. dobLingeR gRoup (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 270,000 sqm

10. gaRbe gRoup (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 259,500 sqm

11. Fiege gRoup (Logistics opeRatoR/pRopeRty deveLopeR): 247,000 sqm

12. deutsche post dhL gRoup (Logistics opeRatoR/cep seRvice pRovideR): 242,500 sqm

13. idi gazeLey (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 235,500 sqm

14. voLkswagen immobiLien (vwi) (owneR-occupieR/industRiaL): 235,500 sqm

15. gReenFieLd deveLopment (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 207,000 sqm

16. habackeR hoLding (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 203,000 sqm

17. ixocon (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 195,500 sqm

18. veRdion (pRopeRty deveLopeR): 192,500 sqm

19. koch, neFF & voLckmaR (knv) (Logistics opeRatoR): 175,000 sqm

20. daimLeR (owneR-occupieR/industRiaL): 174,000 sqm
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Fig. 13 top 20 deveLopeRs oF Logistics FaciLities in geRmany,  
2012 – 2016

no Logistics opeRatoRs among top 
ten deveLopeRs

Apart from the retail logistics operators, followed by the Good-

man Group, Panattoni and Prologis, there are other property 

developers who dominate the market—in proportion to the 

market significance of the developer type. Ranks 6 through 10 

are claimed by companies whose primary activity is property 

development. The new completions in logistics real estate 

extend from 353,000 sqm (Prologis, rank 6) to 259,500 sqm 

(Garbe Industrial Real Estate, rank 10).

The top-performing logistics operator in this ranking is Fiege 

Group (rank 11) with 247,000 sqm of completed floor area. 

But Fiege Group is an ambiguous case, because it is also 

active a property developer. Next comes another logistics 

operator/CEP service provider, as Deutsche Post DHL Group 

ranks 12th with 242,500 sqm of new completions between 

2012 and 2016. The biggest asset Deutsche Post DHL com-

pleted during the survey period is a distribution centre of 

65,000 sqm in Hamburg, which was completed in 2015. In 

2016, the development of a property of around 23,000 sqm in 

Mönchengladbach was concluded. 

Rank 14 goes to Volkswagen Immobilien, making it the top- 

ranking owner-occupier. Only about 4,400 sqm in new floor 

area was completed in 2016. This implies a plunge by nine 

ranks for Volkswagen Immobilien since the Logistics Survey 

of 2016. The only other owner-occupier among the top twenty 

developers is Daimler with 174,000 sqm in new completions 

(rank 20). It reported no completions in 2016. Daimler’s ranking 

reflects the completion of big-ticket projects in the years 2014 

and 2015, when more than 160,000 sqm of floor area became 

ready for owner-occupancy. It is generally striking to note how 

active the automotive industry is in the development of logistics 

assets. They are the only industrial conglomerates that made 

the record with large-sized construction projects here.

The top 20 list also includes another logistics operator in addition 

to Deutsche Post DHL Group and Fiege Group, this being Koch, 

Neff & Volckmar (KNV). New-build completions of 175,000 sqm 

and 166,000 sqm, respectively, got him into rank 19. KNV made 

the ranking only because of a single very large development, and 

is likely to vanish from the list in the long term.

new deaL in 2017: vgp and 
panattoni Ramping up

A look at the latest developments shows that Goodman is 

unlikely to conclude 2017 as market leader in logistics real 

estate development. VGP and Panattoni are massively expand-

ing their building activities—including some speculative pro-

jects. As a result, both are expected to end the ongoing year 

with a higher completions total than Goodman. Other market 

players such as Prologis or IDI Gazeley are also moving up into 

the league of top developers. Other companies like Fiege or 

Doblinger Group are rolling back their development activities 

compared to previous years.

When expanding the time frame to include the ongoing year, 

Daimler and KNV lose their ranks (19 and 20) from the above 

top 20 list of developers. New names added to the list were 

MP Holding and Gateway Real Estate. Conversely, the EDEKA 

Group dropped out of the top 5 of this ranking because it pur-

sued no proprietary developments. Property developers have 

become even more dominant.
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Fig. 14 top 20 deveLopeRs oF Logistics FaciLities in geRmany,  
by ‘000 sqm oF FLooR aRea, 2012 – 2016, 2017*

* The evaluation includes all completions up to the key date of 31 July 2017 plus floor space still in the pipeline 
(projects under construction or in planning, slated for completion before the end of 2017)
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2012 – 2016 2017 *
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where are logiSTicS aSSeTS raiSed?—bUilding  
acTiviTy by eSTabliShed logiSTicS regionS3

estabLished Logistics Regions 
account FoR 78% oF the compLeted 
FLooR space

The established logistics regions account for over 78% of the 

new logistics buildings that were completed between 2012 

and 2016, which implies a minor dip compared to the period 

studied for the prior year survey (2011 through 2015: 81%). 

This means that the significance of peripheral locations with 

comparatively poor infrastructure fit-out has slightly increased 

during the latest survey period. Locations outside the logistics 

regions continue to see big-ticket developments by industrials 

and retail logistics operators, these being groups that do their 

own developments for intended owner-occupancy without 

necessarily factoring in their alternative use potential.

The five regions with the highest volume of new construction 

account for 27.7% of the logistics completions. With nearly 1.5 

million sqm of completed floor area and a 7.9% share of the to-

tal completions during the period under review, Rhine-Main/

Frankfurt once again takes the lead among Germany’s 28 logis-

tics regions, as it did in last year’s ranking. With 400,000 sqm 

in completed logistics space, the region was in keen demand 

among developers in 2016 due to its central location in Germany 

and Europe as a whole and also because of Frankfurt’s freight 

airport. 2017 will be another banner year, with an anticipated 

completions total of 320,000 sqm.

The runner-up among the logistics regions is Düsseldorf with 

over 1.1 million sqm of new completions (up from fourth place 

the previous year). More than 300,000 sqm of logistics space 

were completed here in 2016. The fact that Düsseldorf is part 

of the Rhine-Ruhr metro region and close to the countries on 

Germany’s western border continues to appeal to developers. 

Demand is strong here, and roughly 250,000 sqm of floor area 

completed in 2017 suggest as much.

Fig. 15 compLeted Logistics FaciLities  
by Logistics Region, 2012 –2016

 

  51%

 8%
6%

 5%
 4 

22%

4  

Rhine-main/FRankFuRt
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hambuRg
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otheR Logistics Regions
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3 For a definition, see the online glossary
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 goodman nüRnbeRg iii       
 Logistics centRe   

 (Source: Goodman)



Fig. 16 new compLetions by Logistics Region, in ‘000 sqm,  
2012 –2016, 2017*
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The Hamburg logistics region registered the third-largest vol-

ume of new construction among the logistics regions during 

the period under review with nearly 900,000 sqm. Its port, 

many freight centres and excellent infrastructure connectivity, 

ensure that Hamburg remains a highly sought location. Still, 

Hamburg lost one spot in the ranking year on year. It remains 

to be seen whether Hamburg’s market appeal will suffer from 

the delayed dredging to deepen the Elbe River and the increas-

ing acceptance of the new deep water port in Wilhelmshaven. 

As of 2017, there is no evidence for any change, quite on the 

contrary: The building activity has increased, if anything, and 

with more than 460,000 sqm, Hamburg has a higher volume 

of new construction than any other logistics region. In the Han-

over/Braunschweig logistics region, about 865,000 sqm will 
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* The evaluation includes all completions up to the key date of 31 July 2017 plus floor space still in the pipeline  
(projects under construction or in planning, slated for completion before the end of 2017)

2012 – 2016 2017*

be completed between 2012 and year-end 2017. The last of 

the top 5 with 783,000 sqm in new completions is the Low-

er Bavaria logistics region. In the longer term, Lower Bavaria 

with its moderate completions volume of around 130,000 sqm 

in 2017 is likely to lose its top 5 ranking. Its place in the lead 

group will be taken by the Rhine-Ruhr region which has reg-

istered very brisk building activity lately. The volume of com-

pletions is expected to add up to around 450,000 sqm there. 

Munich, while not counting among Germany’s top 5 logistics 

regions in terms of building activity, will end the year with a 

comparatively large volume of completions. This should some-

what mitigate the floor space shortage in the region. The same 

goes for Berlin—a logistics region that made enormous gains 

in significance in recent years.
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aSSeT SizeS and aSSeT claSSeS

smaLL Logistics assets deFine the 
deveLopment maRket

In 2016, four logistics assets with a footprint of more than 

100,000 sqm were completed—as many as during the years 

2012 through 2015 combined. That being said, smaller prop-

erties continue to dominate the developments in Germany’s 

logistics landscape. Well over 49% of the logistics assets com-

pleted between 2012 and 2017 measure less than 10,000 sqm, 

and nearly two thirds are smaller than 15,000 sqm. Only 0.5% 

of all logistics properties raised during the investigated period 

belong in the size category of more than 100,000 sqm. None-

theless, these properties account for almost 5% of the new 

completions. Similarly, just over 13% of the completed proper-

ties belong in the size band of 25,000 to 50,000 sqm, yet they 

claim around 30% of all new construction.

but Logistics pRopeRties keep 
getting biggeR on aveRage

The average size of completed logistics properties has steadily 

increased since 2014. In 2016, the average crossed the mark 

of 16,000 sqm for the first time. It is now, in 2017, moving fast 

toward the 17,000 sqm mark.

Lately, the trend toward the realisation of smaller logistics 

assets has begun to slow down. While more than 50% of 

the completed properties were smaller than 10,000 sqm in 

2015 and 2016, their share is expected to be down to 44% 

by the end of 2017. Properties of this size band include, for 

instance, delivery sites or distribution centres of CEP service 

providers, but mainly smaller properties used by owner-occu-

piers, including SMEs. Even though the share that properties 

measuring between 10,000 sqm and 15,000 sqm will have in 

2017 is the highest of any year of the survey period at 18%, 

the total share of properties smaller than 15,000 sqm is the 

lowest at 62%.

At the same time, the share of properties in the size band 

of 25,000 sqm to 50,000 sqm is up to around 19% in 2017, 

which is noticeably more than the level of prior years. Prop-

erties of this category include larger distribution centres and 

e-fulfilment facilities operated by retail logistics operator or 

regular logistics operators. In some instances, such proper-

ties are used by owner-occupiers/industrial companies that in-

creasingly hail from the automotive sector. The other property 

size categories did not experience major fluctuations in regard 

to their share in new-build completions.

 goodman duisbuRg iii 
 Logistics centRe 
 (Source: Goodman) 
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Fig. 17 distRibution oF compLeted assets by size categoRies,  
2012 –2016, 2017*
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* The evaluation includes all completions up to the key date of 31 July 2017 plus floor space still in the pipeline 
(projects under construction or in planning, slated for completion before the end of 2017)
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doeS The bUilding acTiviTy meeT The needS of ciTy logiSTicS?

despite keen demand, Few new-
buiLd city Logistics pRopeRties aRe 
compLeted

Driven by the strong demand for space, the building activity is at 

an all-time high. Logistics and last-mile requirements have con-

tinuously increased over the past years. Is there even enough 

space available to meet the rise in demand? At first glance, the 

answer appears to be affirmative, because a number of large-

scale properties are under development that focus expressly 

on e-commerce and ultimately on last-mile deliveries. Exten-

sive state-of-the-art fulfilment centres are built to ensure that 

the population is supplied with goods bought online. However, 

the bulk of these are located close to inner cities/metropolises 

in conveniently accessed locations, the majority being green-

field developments because of their sheer dimensions. Accord-

ingly, they are symptomatic of the building activity of the past 

ten to 15 years. Examples of such developments include:

Fig.  18 seLected LaRge-scaLe pRoJects oF ReLevance FoR e-commeRce/city Logistics

tenants/oCCupiers loCation developer status
size in sqm of 

usable area
Completion 

date

Amazon Mönchengladbach Ixocon Under construction 150,000 Q4 2018

Amazon Winsen/Luhe (Hamburg) IDI Gazeley Completed 130,000 Q3 2017

Amazon Werne (Dortmund) Verdion Under construction 104,000 Q1 2018

Amazon Achim (Bremen) Amazon Brainstorming phase 70,000 Q4 2019

Amazon Frankenthal (Mannheim) VGP Under construction 66,500 Q1 2018

reuter 
Bedburg  
(Cologne/Düsseldorf)

reuter Detailed planning 60,000 Q3 2018

Amazon Dortmund Garbe Under construction 54,000 Q4 2017

Galeria Kaufhof Zülpich (Cologne/Bonn) Fiege Under construction 50,000 Q4 2018

Adidas Rieste (Osnabrück)
Hochtief Projekt- 
entwicklung GmbH

Under construction 44,000 Q4 2017

Logistics assets are also raised in inner-city locations. But if you 

take a closer look at these developments you will see that vir-

tually no properties have been raised in German metro regions 

that are suitable for SDD and SHD fulfilment purposes. A good 

case in point is the Hamburg logistics region, where a matrix 

view of the new-build completions shows that many of the 

new logistics assets occupy remote locations and have large 

dimensions. The majority of smaller logistics properties were 

also raised in peripheral locations, are used by owner-occupi-

ers, and are not designed for handling city logistics functions. 

Even properties whose site and size criteria meet the specifi-

cations for city logistics properties were often developed by 

owner-occupiers and are not intended as solutions to the last-

mile and final-mile issue.

If you analyse the projects that major developers completed in 

recent years, you will notice that virtually no small assets or small-

scale properties close to downtown were built. Urban construction 

activities are almost exclusively limited to big-ticket developments 

in inner-city industrial zones, such as Hammerbrook in Hamburg. 

Only a few projects are known earmarked for city logistics be-

cause they have been dedicated for this purpose or converted to it.
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cenTraliTy

Fig. 19 new-buiLd compLetions oF Logistics pRopeRties: the exampLe oF hambuRg,  
2012 –2016

inner-ciTy logiSTicS ProPerTieS 
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Established developers build no properties of the type that 

is urgently needed in city logistics and that would permit 

same-day or same-hour deliveries—or so it seems. The one 

exception are the mechanised delivery sites (MechZB) set up 

by Deutsche Post DHL, but rarely are they located in inner 

cities. Although these properties are designed to cope with 

inner-city logistics processes, their suitability for handling last- 

and final-mile deliveries remains doubtful, given the fact that 

most of them occupy peripheral urban locations. 

 Raimund paetzmann, independent adviseR: 

“For big-box developers with logistics competence, city logis-

tics assets are too small in scale and too low in their return on 

investments compared to larger assets. The classic urban de-

velopers for mixed-use area (office, residential) or shopping 

centres lack the required logistics competency. While the as-

set classes mixing here are conventional ones, there are no 

market players who provide them yet. The upfront costs for a 

warehouse in a size band of around 10,000 sqm are compar-

atively high. Typical property developers of large-scale ware-

houses therefore do not serve this segment and dread the 

costs, not least because standardised warehouse design is 

inapplicable in the urban context and because entirely new 

concepts need to be developed.”

Analogously, it is safe to say in regard to the CEP service 

providers: Neither in 2016 nor in the ongoing year of 2017 

has there been any evidence that CEP service providers are 

about the change their strategy in regard to the development 

of logistics real estate in face of growing competitive pres-

sure and fundamental changes in the supply chain.

What types of property are needed in city logistics? Will the 

currently observable trends in the development landscape 

suffice to solve the issues of inner-city logistics? Of course, 

fulfilment centres in the urban environment represent an im-

portant link, but do they alone have the solution potential for 

the last-mile and final-mile problem? Are they suitable as city 

depot for the deliveries of online grocery retailers? 

Or will other real estate products be needed in addition? If 

so—why are they not already under extensive development? 

The subsequent chapter will look into these questions.

Fig.  20 seLected deveLopments cLose to the town centRe/buiLt to suit city Logistics

tenants/oCCupiers loCation developer status
size in sqm of 

usable area
oCCupied by

Amazon Fresh Munich SEGRO Completed 15,000 Q3 2017

Amazon Fresh Berlin n/a Completed 14,000 Q1 2016

Aponeo Berlin Dibag
Under  
construction

10,000 Q3 2017

Kaufland Hamburg Schwarz Group Completed 8,000 Q1 2017

Amazon Prime Now Berlin n/a Completed 3,000 Q2 2016

Amazon Prime Now Munich n/a Completed 2,000 Q3 2016
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will a new TyPe of logiSTicS real eSTaTe 
for ciTy logiSTicS acTUally evolve?

At this time, there is no real estate product on the market specifically dedicated 

to the city logistics of the last and final mile. The question is: Will a new type of 

logistics real estate actually evolve over the coming five to ten years whose forte is 

the coverage of the so-called “last mile”? Here is the question that was answered 

both by the five panels and the experts:

  wanted: 
logiSTicS faciliTieS 
for The laST 
and final mile

 Logistics centRe
 seiFeRt maLsch

 (Source: Goodman)
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According to the panel survey, investors and lenders are the 

respondents most convinced that such a property type will 

evolve. The vote is clearly affirmative at 75%. While the mu-

nicipalities share the opinion, their rate of conviction is slightly 

lower. The groups of tenants/occupiers and property develop-

ers are least convinced that a new property type will emerge, 

even though more than 50% of the respondents agreed. This 

could possibly be associated with the fact that very few prop-

erties of the type have so far been raised or that occupiers 

have a hard time finding any on the market—prompting a 

comparatively sceptical response.

The opinions of the experts are somewhat more differentiat-

ed at first glance. They depend strongly on the experts’ back-

grounds and their point of view. Responses ranged from “Yes, 

definitely” to “Yes and no” and all the way to “No.”

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“I do not believe that a completely new type of logistics 

property will be developed, but rather that existing proper-

ties will be re-developed through structural alterations and 

upgrades. There is a rising demand for micro-hubs in the 

(inner) cities. Here, I expect to see a smaller, more flexi-

ble and mutually networked structure in the next five to ten 

years in addition to the midsize- and macro-hubs outside 

the cities proper.”

 Raimund paetzmann, independent adviseR: 

“Cities and their real estate are not optimally adjusted to the 

specific requirements in city logistics. The main place to look 

for city logistics floor space is therefore the existing building 

stock. From a structural point of view, its asses will definitely 

lend themselves to flexible use. But in the long run, optimised 

city logistics structures would be desirable.”

Read together, the two sources of information present a clear 

picture: Yes, there is definitely a need for a new design, but 

that does not imply in every case that a revolutionary new-

build solution or an entirely new real estate product is called 

for. Rather, it is more important to establish new formats in 

existing structures or to apply new thought patterns. So it will 

matter far more how we put the existing building fabric to use.

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“The city logistics of the CEP sector does not necessarily re-

quire an entirely new type of property. Our workflows can be 

performed in many existing building structures: In the morning, 

parcels are loaded into roll cage trolleys, which are loaded onto 

a 7.5-ton lorry via a ramp, and then hauled off to the relevant city 

depot. There, the process is carried out in reverse order. Ensur-

ing a smooth workflow for the process does not require a new 

type of property. Its successive steps can be carried out in many 

existing schemes as long as they have a small storage space, a 

parking spot for the van, while it would also be nice to have or to 

add a ramp, a goods lift or similar where possible.”

Fig.  21 do you think that a new type oF Logistics ReaL estate FoR the Last/FinaL 
miLe wiLL be deveLoped in the coming 5 –10 yeaRs?

possible replies
mean aCross 

panels
muniCipalities

tenants/
oCCupiers

property 
developers

investors lenders

Yes, an entirely new type of  
property will have to be created.

66% 68% 54% 54% 77% 75%

No, city logistics will have to make 
do with the existing building stock.

34% 32% 46% 46% 23% 25%

Note to the reader:  
The chart shows the responses to the question at hand in vertical order. The reference bracket for the change in colour is 50%. The farther the actual score is below 50%,  
the deeper the hue of red, whereas the green gets darker the farther it is above 50%. 

RepLy FRequencies in %
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At this time, real-life examples for city logistics real estate re-

main in short supply. This is also due to the fact that no proto-

typical models exist. Rather, we are currently passing through 

an experimental phase. Some of the market operators have 

looked into the subject matter for years.

 pRoF. tobias Just,  

 iRebs ReaL estate business schooL: 

“The coming years will see a lot of experimentation. I doubt that 

a new property type will emerge as standard within the next five 

years, but within the next ten years it could arguably happen.”

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“UPS started looking for a new city logistics concept in 2012. 

Initially, no one had an idea what the future ‘micro depots’ 

would look like. So we started by experimenting a lot and gath-

ering experience.

Over the years, we created several model solutions:

 · the ‘Hamburg model’: Under this model, we are using four

sea cargo containers from which all customers in the inner-city 

area are served. At the start of the project, there were no 

other ideas, which is why the container was chosen. It took 

three years to develop a concept that would be approved, 

to find a location, and eventually to implement the idea. 

Here is our experience: The distances are still far too long to 

quickly implement city logistics by using an effective lever.

 · In Herne, we rented an old kiosk in the city centre from

which the entire city is supplied via cargo bike.

 · In Oldenburg we keep a trailer with 14 to 16 cubic metres

 of capacity in a parking lot on the city’s periphery to cover 

the inner city with cargo bicycles.

We kept developing our initial efforts, and some of the results 

went into various model projects, for example:

 · the City2share project in Munich: Just recently, on 13 July

2017, we went live with the operating activities of this pro-

ject. It represents a joint project, and is part of a public-pri-

vate collaboration with the City of Munich, local industry 

partners and scientists. The purpose of the project, which 

is being tested in another variant in Hamburg, is to develop 

model quarters for sustainable urban electric mobility. The 

task of UPS is to handle the e-logistics end. The project 

shows that logistics in residential areas directly connect-

ed to the inner city—in this case the Glockenbachviertel 

neighbourhood—will work. Like in Hamburg, we started 

with containers, but are already looking for permanent 

premises. It is something we need for the sake of planning 

certainty, which is extremely important to us.”

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“Due to our limited capacities in floor space and the cost 

pressure in the logistics industry when compared to other in-

dustries, the requirements in the actual property are relatively 

modest. Conversely, the requirements in terms of logistics pro-

cesses are much higher. The solution for inner cities is rather to 

find floor space in existing facilities that are no longer needed 

due to technological changes or due to changed patterns the 

way they were originally intended or realised. These could, for 

instance, be premises of wholesalers who tend to need less 

sales and storage area for their own purposes. Such buildings 

can be partitioned and accommodate another occupier, not 

least because the access to the transport infrastructure is al-

ready in place.”

What other reasons come to mind why the number of real- 

life examples or the building activity is so very reticent? The 

various panels evaluated six possible factors to determine 

the extent to which they would discourage the use of a logis-

tics property close to the town centre for the purposes of 

city logistics.
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 Logistics centRe LahR 
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Across panels, it is easy to recognise that one of the most 

important reasons is an economic one. The panel members 

seem to see the use of inner-city premises as economically 

undesirable. Against the background of the high rent level in 

the urban centres and of the generally low rent levels of logis-

tics facilities, this is plausible insofar as inner-city facilities are 

subject to such fierce competitive pressure that their use for 

logistics purposes—conventionally understood—simply does 

not seem sustainable economically.

This contrasts with the legal situation under German building 

law. While often cited, none of the panels considered the ar-

gument a serious obstacle, as the intense green shade of the 

response illustrates. The same is true, and in the eyes of some 

respondents even more so, for the supposed lack of accept-

ance of logistics hubs. With the exception of tenants/occupiers, 

whose experience in day-to-day business may differ, all other 

panels returned their lowest score for this kind of obstacle here.

Transport-related factors, such as traffic movement and the 

increased emissions associated with it are quoted by munici-

palities and lenders as the key factors standing in the way of 

operating logistics real state close to inner cities. Investors, 

by contrast, take a particularly bleak view of property availabil-

ity. To be sure, it is an aspect that all panels consider difficult, 

albeit not always the most limiting factor.

Political unwillingness was cited especially by tenants/occu-

piers and property developers as the biggest single barrier to 

the logistics use of inner-city areas.

Fig.  22 in youR opinion, which FactoRs pResent the stRongest aRgument against the use 
oF an Logistics pRopeRty cLose to downtown FoR Last- and FinaL-miLe deLiveRy?

possible replies
mean  

aCross panels
muniCipalities

tenants/ 
oCCupiers

property  
developers

investors lenders

Rigid building code 11% 10% 8% 11% 12% 15%

Transport-related factors 19% 23% 12% 14% 20% 25%

Availability of  

facilities/real estate
19% 18% 15% 19% 22% 20%

Poor acceptance of  

logistics hubs
9% 8% 15% 8% 7% 7%

Logistics a politically  

unpopular type of use
20% 16% 27% 28% 17% 14%

Logistics an economically  

unpopular type of use
22% 25% 23% 19% 22% 19%

Note to the reader: 
The chart shows the responses to the question at hand in vertical order for each panel. The reference bracket for each change in colour is 16.7%, that is, a neutral value that gives equal 
weight to each factor (with 6 possible responses adding up to 100% of the answers). The greater the upward deviation of the actual score from the neutral value, the deeper the red 
hue to suggest that this factor is perceived as a greater obstacle. The greater the downward deviation of the actual score, the richer the green hue to suggest that this factor is deemed 
less of an obstacle.

RepLy FRequencies in %
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which TyPeS of real eSTaTe will become 
imPorTanT To ciTy logiSTicS?

Many stakeholders are still experimenting to figure out which 

sort of building or facility and which qualities meet their needs. 

But some have already gone a step further, and have precise 

ideas of what their optimal city logistics property should look 

like. Principally, the question presents itself whether to opt for 

existing or for new-build structures. A new scheme would have 

the added advantage of letting you implement exact building 

specifications, assuming they exist.

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“To be able to act flexibly and swiftly (while remaining mobile), 

a large number of micro-hubs with a smaller market area in 

sub-districts or on the periphery will be used in (inner) cities 

in addition to the midsize- and macro-hubs. Given the limited 

supply of space and the cost pressure, I expect to see the 

use of existing properties to increase, possible in the form of 

mixed-use arrangements together with other functions, and 

involving technical upgrades.”

Regardless of whether a given property is newly built or an ex-

isting structure converted from prior use: Which property types 

are eligible or needed? What would a corresponding system of 

properties have to look like to tackle or indeed solve the “prob-

lem of the last and final mile”?

Fig.  23 cascading system oF  
city Logistics at a gLance

= e-FuLFiLmentcenteR

= uRban FuLFiLmentcenteR

= micRo FuLFiLmentcenteR
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Plus: when talking about real estate for city logistics purposes, 

it needs to be remembered that the wheel will keep on turning 

and that the properties will have to be fit for future requirements.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“When it comes to city logistics, we are looking at an evolu-

tion. The primary point being: The majority of hub currently op-

erated are set up for same-day delivery. These hubs are used 

to carry out deliveries the same day the orders where placed 

or the next morning if the orders where placed in the evening. 

Even this task is actually still in its trial phase at the moment. 

And it is not so much a service option that can actually be 

picked, but rather a silent upgrade, meaning you won’t be ex-

pecting it. If we now bring in online-to-offline commerce as an 

add-on option, the question presents itself how all of this could 

be linked up. Here, we are looking at something still in its ab-

solute infancy. We are floating all sorts of ideas, and are doing 

just as many test runs. Zalando is currently engaged in brick-

and-mortar retailing in the form of outlets in Berlin, Cologne 

and Frankfurt. Going forward, other stores will be added here 

and there. On top of that, we acquired the retail chain Kickz. So 

we are operating physical stores in a number of German cities. 

Linking online and offline works exactly along these lines.”

needed: a cascading system oF city 
Logistics pRopeRties

Technically speaking, what could the real estate used for the 

last/final-mile supply line look like? 

 Raimund paetzmann, independent adviseR: 

“At this time, real estate designed specifically for the needs 

of city logistics does not actually exist yet. When we realised 

a few years ago that same-hour delivery would eventually re-

quire a dedicated real estate solution, we began to experiment 

liberally. We were not looking for a city hub, because city logis-

tics would not be about trans-shipments, but for a way to carry 

out end customer deliveries from a place close to downtown: 

a micro-distribution or micro-fulfilment centre.

Our initial ideas were along the lines of a regional distribu-

tion centre where lorries dock at four or five in the morning, 

unload their goods, and deliveries to individual markets are 

put together in palette-sized consignments. Once done, all 

vans would head out at the same time. But warehouses or 

systems of this type cannot cope with the requirements of 

order fulfilment in e-commerce. Regional distribution centres 

were therefore unsuitable, not least because the properties 

are located too far out of town.

A second approach therefore conceived of so-called ‘dark 

stores’ in the town centre, meaning (decommissioned) super-

markets or DIY stores where no shoppers enter the premises 

and where goods are not sorted like in a logistics centre. Couri-

ers did their order picking right off the shelves. Since the stores 

used for the purposes had originally been designed to stimu-

late buying impulses in shoppers, the pick density was much 

too low at 200 articles per hour and unsuitable for a same-hour 

delivery model. Dark stores were too unproductive and unable 

to establish themselves.

The micro-fulfilment centres set up and being used by Ama-

zon function like a large e-fulfilment centre on the periphery 

does—except with a smaller number of articles and a focus 

on fast-moving goods. Here, a direct picking in a chaotic sys-

tem is used to put the consignments together. Order picking 

proceeds at a rate of 500 articles per hour, and there is little 

that resembles the dark stores of the past. But now, as then, 

operations are still constrained by the structural parameters of 

a building’s original purpose.”

In the eyes of the experts, a functioning system for city logis-

tics should be structured in a cascading system like grocery 

retailing. After all, the properties required in city logistics are 

not self-sufficient but must be resupplied. This makes a com-

bination of final inner-city storage units—the micro-depots—

and supply warehouses on the urban periphery a plausible 

model. The supply warehouses are in turn replenished from 

central warehouses.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“The food retail trade has basically perfected this system, 

i.e. they have always had their outlets, the corresponding 

regional warehouses, and their central warehouses. But 

the cascading arrangement with wholesalers has virtually 

ceased to exist. City logistics will takes its cue from the sys-

tem nonetheless.”
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A cascading system in city logistics, especially in the imple-

mentation of same-hour delivery or very-last mile delivery mod-

el could be structured as follows.

Outside the city limits or the wider region surrounding the 

urban periphery:

 · e-fulfilment centres for the large-area distribution in the 

e-commerce sector

 · regional deport in the conventional sense to supply inner-

city outlets

Within the city limits:

 · urban fulfilment centres for the metropolitan distribution

of food sold online

 · micro-fulfilment centres serving as inner-city supply spokes

and permitting a customer delivery within 1 or 2 hours, i.e. 

effectively SHD

 · micro-depots that are used particularly by CEP service pro-

viders for deliveries in the close-knit network of the final mile

Existing facilities located outside the city limits were the pri-

mary focus of last year’s survey, and will therefore not be dis-

cussed again here. Transshipment properties—some of which 

are more remote from the core city than others—are also fre-

quently used as link between the integrated conurbation and 

the city proper. Cases in point include the mechanised delivery 

sites operated by Deutsche Post DHL, but while certainly play-

ing a key role, this type of property will also be neglected in the 

subsequent discussion.

Urban fulfilment centres

Urban fulfilment centres permit the direct delivery of online 

orders to the customer, and are needed particularly wherever 

fresh food logistics need to be based on a refrigeration chain. 

Examples include the food retail trade, which raises such fa-

cilities exclusively for its online distribution, or Amazon Fresh.

 pRoF. tobias Just,  

 iRebs ReaL estate business schooL: 

“Especially e-commerce deliveries of groceries presuppose 

city logistics real estate in crucial hot spots. These should be 

dedicated, mechanised and capable of re-supplying local resi-

dents with whatever goods they ordered online. Since the as-

sortment is widening and may extend from erasers to frozen 

pizza, the available storage types play a decisive role. They re-

quire therefore a comprehensive mechanisation, including au-

tomation engineering, refrigeration, hazardous materials zones, 

et al. in order to accommodate the diversity of goods sold. In 

short, they represent a complex real estate product.”

Since new-build properties of this kinds are virtually unavaila-

ble, the focus has so far been on the option to re-use former 

retail warehouses like DIY stores or garden supply centres, or 

abandoned supermarkets. The advantage of this workaround 

is that a relevant infrastructure, such as heavy-duty goods lifts, 

are already in place. Finding such a facility is usually requires 

a bit of luck. The greater the pressure to act becomes and the 

more the competition for available floor space intensifies, the 

harder it will be to identify such stock properties.

Whenever such a property is built from scratch, the outcome 

rarely compares to a conventional logistics property. It lacks 

many of the qualities that are considered prerequisite today 

for “modern assets with alternative use potential,” including 

ceiling heights of more than six to seven metres, or floor load 

capacities of up to seven tons per square metre. This does not 

mean that these schemes have no alternative use potential.

= e-FuLFiLmentcenteR

= uRban FuLFiLmentcenteR
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Fig.  24 e-FuLFiLment centRes in the outskiRts and smaLLeR uRban FuLFiLment centRes 
inside the inneR city aRea to be suppLied

micro-fulfilment centres

Micro-fulfilment centres are steadily gaining in significance for 

implementing SHD. Their key requirement is to be as close to 

the customer as possible. The properties used for the purpose 

are generally rather small and not particularly sophisticated. 

In fact, many office and retail properties would hypothetically 

qualify. Competitive pressure in the area of office real estate, 

and general reservations about the chances to obtain approval 

for the logistics usages, tend to hamper the implementation 

on the ground.

 Raimund paetzmann, independent adviseR: 

“What is needed therefore are not actual logistics sites but 

any site marked by centrality and proximity to the customer. 

The property requirements are rather negligible. Some of the 

structurally altered properties may include fixtures that are not 

actually needed. Larger facilities could be housed on the va-

cant level of a shopping centre, for instance.”
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= micRo-depot (diameteR: 1 km)
as a containeR oR stationaRy waRehouse

micro-depots

Deliveries over the final mile are handled mainly by CEP service 

providers today, and things are likely to stay this way. In addi-

tion to the introduction of new types of transshipment proper-

ties like mechanised delivery sites, certain CEP service provid-

ers have been hunting for solutions to the final-mile problem 

for some time. The outcome of the search is the concept of the 

micro-depot, a very small-scale type of property that is densely 

networked across an entire city.

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“Micro hubs will be spread throughout the city in a small-scale 

grid that supplements the midsize hubs (also located within 

the city) and the major hubs (close to the city).”

  Fig.  25 modeL gRid oF micRo-depots  
 acRoss a cityscape 
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whaT SorT of reqUiremenTS  
doeS ciTy logiSTicS have?

what does the Perfect location look like?

No matter what type of property is involved: The perfect loca-

tion will be tailored to the requirements of the respective busi-

ness, and tends to reflect one-off definitions. Operators use a 

variety of analytic tools for the purpose, such as centre-of-grav-

ity analyses or order volume analyses. One thing that occupiers 

agree on, however, is that a given property site should be locat-

ed as close to the town centre as possible. At the very least, 

it should be ensured that a maximum number of customers is 

accessible on short notice. Aside from a thorough site analysis, 

smart routing solutions are increasingly employed, as elaborat-

ed in the opening chapter.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“The despatch of a parcel needs to start somewhere, as the 

parcel will not just drop out of thin air but must get to this 

starting point in some manner. The perfect location for a city 

logistics facility, aside from its site, is also a matter of technol-

ogy. The question that takes centre stage here is how the par-

cel gets to the customer with the least effort, meaning with-

out having to be hauled from a greenfield e-fulfilment centre 

to a customer located downtown. There is a good chance that 

the requested product is in stock at a physical store within 

walking distance of the customer. This brings ambitious no-

tions about delivery speed into play, and major e-commerce 

players are currently trying to outdo each other to get orders 

to the customer in a matter of minutes.

Ultimately, it is up to algorithms and apps to find the fast-

est and cleverest way, and to deploy the optimal means of 

transport for the job. No matter how smart the algorithm of 

big-data analysis and regardless of how autonomous the de-

livery vehicle is, no bicycle messenger or aerial drone will be 

fast enough to gain a head start over the competition if your 

location is ill chosen. On top of that, our goal is not neces-

sarily to deliver as swiftly as possibly, but to deliver exactly 

the way the customer wants it. Existing resources should 

be used to the extent possible: e.g. by using convenience 

stores, kiosks, etc. as micro-depots. These will then serve 

as local base for neighbourhood deliveries. But the customer 

also has options to choose from: getting the parcel immedi-

ately, getting it at a certain time, or picking it up in person in 

a place and at a time freely chosen. So it is not the idea of 

same-hour delivery that takes chief priority for us, but the 

concept of a local delivery network. The challenge for us is 

to consider several approaches and to determine the smart-

est solution for a local delivery concept. Exact specifications 

would constrain us in this effort.”

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“We need to be where our customers are. It makes no sense 

to maintain facilities in a trading estate far from our target 

group. They should be located in the inner city or at least in 

densely populated districts. That does not mean we need to 

occupy prime locations. But even in the high-street pitches 

you will find vacant stores we could use if they were open to 

this kind of use. So far, however, the units offered to us have 

been much too large. One would have to see whether they 

could be carved up into several slots for different CEP service 

providers. Someone should check this out. But it is easier 

said than done. If you are lucky enough to locate the owner of 

a given facility, it is often a community of heirs or something 

like it, with no one willing to take matters in hand.”

The panel survey has already returned a rather clear idea of 

what constitutes a suitable location. Favoured most are loca-

tions close to the customer, which in metropolises tend to 

be locations near residential areas. Tenants and occupiers are 

very emphatic about this preference. Municipalities, by con-

trast, consider intermodal stations to be particularly well suit-

ed—in stark contrast to tenants/occupiers. Proximity to the 

central business district is also deemed suitable as long as 

such locations are not overly remote from residential areas. 

Property developers take a similar view, with minor deviations 

in their ratings.

The classic qualities of logistics real estate, e.g. conveniently 

accessible locations, are rated as having a negligible signifi-

cance, most notably by potential tenants/occupiers.
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Fig.  26 which type oF Location do you consideR most suitabLe FoR  
an uRban FuLFiLment centRe?

possible replies
mean aCross 

panels
muniCipalities

tenants/ 
oCCupiers

property  
developers

Close to an arterial road 10% 10% 13% 9%

If possible, in densely populated sub-districts (near the end 
customer, urban context in combination with secondary roads)

35% 19% 50% 36%

Close to transport hubs (multi-modal options  
such as public transportation, railway, road, waterway)

20% 34% 0% 27%

The closer to the CBD (central business district,  
high streets), the better

17% 19% 13% 18%

As close to the central railway station as possible 1% 2% 0% 0%

Close to motorway junctions 5% 2% 13% 0%

In pedestrianised areas 0% 1% 0% 0%

In trading estates near town centre 11% 12% 13% 9%

Note to the reader: 
The chart shows the responses to the question at hand in vertical order for each panel. The reference bracket for each change in colour is 12.5%, that is, a neutral value that 
gives equal weight to each site option (with 8 possible responses adding up to 100% of the answers). The greater the downward deviation of the actual score, the richer the 
green hue to suggest that a given site is deemed more suitable. The greater the upward deviation of the actual score from the neutral value, the deeper the red hue to suggest 
that this type of site is considered less suitable.

RepLy FRequencies in %
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what Types of facility are needed?

What kind of unit size is needed strongly depends on the city 

logistics concept or city logistics property at hand. At the same 

time, the demand for space definitely depends on the supply 

area and, connected to that, on the number of staff that will 

work at the site.

Urban fulfilment centres obviously need a larger footprint than 

micro-fulfilment centres and micro-depots. Depending on the 

city, the degree of market penetration and the delivery con-

cept, a floor space requirement between 4,000 sqm and 6,000 

sqm is cited for urban fulfilment centres. In some cases, the 

requirements are lower, but they can also be higher, of course. 

For the time being, customers in Germany remain reluctant 

to order their groceries online. The market segment is still in 

its infancy, but has tremendous development potential. The 

dimensions currently quoted could therefore suffice to cover 

an entire city area during the present pioneering phase. If the 

market penetration was to intensify, additional facilities in other 

sub-district would probably be added.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“Initially, all market players will experiment on their own, trying 

to find the optimal solution for their needs. It is still too early for 

us to assess the situation. We have not reached this stage yet. 

My gut feeling tells me that in perspective a floor area between 

200 sqm and 500 sqm per city would be required to operate a 

micro-fulfilment centre.”

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“Initially, we took a trial-and-error approach with our micro-de-

pots. We often deployed mobile units, which are well suited 

for the set-up stage. In the longer term, we prefer in-store 

solutions. The floor space requirements per micro-depot are 

ultimately very modest, just 14 sqm to 20 sqm, possibly 25 

sqm. They serve as basis for covering a radius of about one 

kilometre, meaning in regard to the customer reach for pick-

ing up or delivering a shipment. So this is our measurand for 

any given site, not the number of parcels handled. In smaller 

cities, just one well-located micro-depot will often do the job, 

whereas in the metropolises you need a dense network of 

micro hubs.”

Principally speaking, the footprint identified by the experts 

matches the assessments of the expert panels. German mu-

nicipalities already have a pretty good idea of the overall require-

ments, and the outliers they quote cover both the micro-depot 

category and the larger fulfilment assets. The estimated bench-

mark figure could still be somewhat too small. The other two 

groups quote a slightly larger one. An adequately derived medi-

an across panels appears seems to be a maximum footprint of 

4,000 sqm for urban fulfilment centres.
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Fig.  27 in youR estimate, how much FLooR aRea does an uRban FuLFiLment centRe RequiRe?

The chosen type of representation is called boxplot.  
For a reading aid to boxplots, see the online glossary.
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It would be impossible to define a prototypical delivery area, 

because so many factors come into play. The closer to the 

town centre a given site is located, the higher the stop den-

sity and the smaller the delivery area. The usability of the 

means of transport (van, cargo bicycle, public transport in 

some cases) also impacts the delivery time as well as the 

potential delivery area. In the case of same-hour deliveries, 

the shipment will presumably be handed over to the courier 

within ten to 20 minutes. This leaves the courier—depending 

on the means of transport—a hypothetical drive time radius of 

40 to 50 minutes. The net time available is shorter, because 

each tour combines several deliveries, and because time 

spent coming back must be factored in.

The question concerning a reasonable delivery area returned 

different answers from the respondent panels. Municipalities 

assume a rather small-scale supply area with a benchmark of 

10,000 to 20,000 residents for each fulfilment centre. Proper-

ty developers have already widened their estimated delivery 

area slightly to cover between 20,000 and 30,000 residents. 

Occupiers and tenants, some of whom already report empir-

ical data, take a more differentiated angle. Their estimates 

start as low as 10,000 residents but go a high as any of the 

other panels, the maximum being 50,000 residents. Whenev-

er an entire city is covered, the degree of coverage is propor-

tionately greater. The benchmark figure for tenants/occupiers 

is just below 40,000 residents at a maximum.

These respondents returned a similarly differentiated picture 

for the radius to be covered. All panels assumed that the maxi-

mum radius covered would be greater than 2,000 metres. The 

benchmark across panels is 1,000 to 1,500 metres.

It is a radius perfectly plausible for micro-depots. Larger ful-

filment centres of either category would presuppose a larger 

radius, though. It can extend to 10 km or even beyond if an 

entire city area is covered.

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“Our micro-depots have a catchment area of around 1 km—

the higher the stop density, the more efficient the deliveries 

will be. This area coverage is basically provided already by 

some market operators of the CEP sector. These have set up 

a network of access points consisting of parcel shops in dry 

cleaners’, kiosks, etc. Whether or not the required storage 

area of around 25 sqm is actually available may differ from 

one case to the next. But even if not: You will find retail units 

across a given city area which have storage rooms that are 

sometimes no longer used. These may be used as micro-de-

pots. You only need a party that identifies the owner and bro-

kers a lease. One option would seem to be to bring in the city 

marketing or business development entities, which represent 

the retailers anyway.”
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what are the human resources needs?

Facility types differ considerably in terms of their correlating 

human resources needs. For obvious reasons, a micro-depot 

with a footprint of just a few square metres can only employ a 

very limited number of staff, even though the ratio of employ-

ees per square metre is still bound to be very high.

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“The typical micro-hub employs only one or two staff. One 

employee delivers shipments on a cargo bicycle while anoth-

er operates the warehouse using a dolly.”

This does not apply to urban fulfilment centres in inner cit-

ies. Here, the floor-space to employee ratio tends to be far 

higher than is the case with greenfield logistics assets. The 

background to this is the low level of automation these fa-

cilities have. Order picking in the grocery segment of city 

logistics is primarily done manually, and this is unlikely to 

change in any serious way going forward. Still, it is hard to 

define uniform human resources needs for city logistics facil-

ities because they depend on factors like market area, urban 

structure, and ultimately the size of the warehouse area. If 

the operator is also handling the deliveries, and if the drivers 

are in-house staff, an urban fulfilment centre in a small facility 

may employ around 20 to 30 staff, larger ones around 250 

to 300 staff (including drivers). Other than drivers, staff are 

employed to handle incoming and outgoing goods, flexibly 

deployed standby staff, office staff and systems engineering 

staff, where applicable.

The respondent panels found it hard to derive a standard 

floor-space to employee ratio. Bandwidths vary from 100 sqm 

to 150 sqm of floor area per employee all the way to 500 sqm 

or indeed much more space, which is explained, inter alia, by 

the fact that the reference properties vary in size.
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which ownership Structure is Preferred?

It is impossible to pinpoint a single preferred ownership struc-

ture for city logistics solutions at this time. The solutions tested 

so far are too experimental, and the differences between the 

specific strategies used too stark.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“We have not actually looked at the question whether to build 

or rent properties or to share them with others hard enough 

to make any meaningful statement about it. Having rented 

floor space for the trial phase, we realised how hard it is to 

integrate such facilities in the logistics system. Realistically 

speaking, I think should focus on collaboration partners who 

have the necessary floor space and staff capacities.”

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“We would normally never think of buying or building mi-

cro-depots in our own right. However, there is virtually no 

supply side for them. That is why we improvise with propri-

etary solution such as the use of containers. But these are 

nor permanent solutions, and will only work temporarily. We 

are ultimately not a real estate company, and so we prefer a 

lease solution.”

Whenever occupiers engage in structural alterations or building 

new structures, they tend to opt for outright ownership, not 

least because the real estate industry cannot supply any prem-

ises to suit their needs or because property developer cannot 

yet offer any suitable product. But occupiers do not generally 

see themselves as owners, and keep an open mind toward 

lease solutions like those for greenfield facilities.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“At the end of the day, the most pressing question is cur-

rently what the fastest and most flexible way is to acquire 

capacities. If you create them yourself, you compromise your 

flexibility. Such facilities and locations are limited. They are 

virtually non-existent. It is hard to even find 50 sqm or 100 

sqm in central locations that satisfy our requirements.”
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what qualitative requirements are involved?

Micro-depots and micro-fulfilment centres are not particularly 

aspirational assets in terms of their must-have qualities. 

 Raimund paetzmann, independent adviseR: 

“Micro-fulfilment centres are not exceptionally sophisticated, 

and may be realised in converted office or retail premises. The 

inner-city Amazon hub in Berlin, for instance, was set up in a 

former consumer electronics store in a prime high-street lo-

cation on Kurfürstendamm. Such facilities come with loading 

docks and corresponding fitout features (loading zones for cars 

and cargo bike couriers, etc.)—which is entirely sufficient, and 

almost overshoots the requirements brief. Having public trans-

portation links is also helpful because the occasional use of the 

underground for deliveries is also conceivable.”

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“Micro depots: If a small storage area and, if possible, a load-

ing dock, a goods lift or similar are available or may be retrofit-

ted, and if there is a possibility to unload a 7.5 ton lorry, then 

our basic requirements are met.”

What about larger floor space requirements, for instance for 

urban fulfilment centres? Asked about the qualitative require-

ments, several panels provided highly informative insights. 

They once again highlight the fact that their qualities contrast 

starkly with those of large-scale greenfield facilities. Extensive 

manoeuvring areas or 360-degree access to a building are not 

among the prerequisites. Much more important to the tenants 

is to have easy ways to maintain their electric cargo bicycles or 

vehicles, and to have docking options for vans.
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Fig.  31 what soRt oF quaLities shouLd an uRban FuLFiLment centRe guaRantee?

possible replies
mean aCross 

panels
tenants/ 

oCCupiers
property  

developers

Grounds must be entirely fenced in and lockable. 12% 11% 14%

Premises must have high-speed internet connectivity, redundant if possible. 11% 11% 12%

Adequate infrastructure to charge electric vehicles and to maintain cargo 
bikes much be available on site.

19% 19% 18%

Ground level access must be available. 11% 14% 8%

Access and parking spots for articulated lorries/lorries with trailers 
must be available on site.

9% 8% 10%

Access and parking spots for vans must be available on site. 19% 17% 22%

Access and parking spots for cargo bikes must be available on site. 14% 17% 12%

A manoeuvring area of 35-metre radius must be available on site. 2% 0% 4%

Building must have 360-degree access. 2% 3% 2%

Note to the reader: 
The chart shows the responses to the question at hand in vertical order for each panel. The reference bracket for each change in colour is 11.1%, that is, a neutral value that 
gives equal weight to each quality (with 9 possible responses adding up to 100% of the answers). The higher the percentage, the richer the hue of green, because the respec-
tive quality is deemed important. The greater the downward deviation of the actual score, the less important the quality is believed to be.

RepLy FRequencies in %
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property type desCription
type of
loCation

perfeCt site periodiCity
industry/
use type

example
spaCe 
requirement

market area/radius
residential 
supply

manpower 
needed

ownership 
struCture

property 
Complex-
ity

E-fulfilment 
centres

Mega-hubs 
in integrated 
conurbation

Outside city 
limits

Integrated metro region, 
excellent transport hub

Standard shipping
Retail logistics, 
e-commerce

Amazon.de,  
Zalando, eBay

from 25,000 up  
to 150,000 sqm

c. 100–250 km or more c. 2–5 million
500 to more 
than 1,000

Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

High

Regional depot
Midsize hubs
in the vicinity 
for re-supply

Suburbs 
to inner city

In the integrated conurba-
tion or greater metro area, 
sometimes inner city

Supply, 
standard shipping

Retail logistics, 
CEP industry

Retail logistics, 
Deutsche Post DHL

c. 15,000 sqm c. 50–70 km
Internal supply 
structures

100 to 200
Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

High

Urban fulfilment 
centres

Inner-city 
supply spokes 

Inner city
Conveniently accessible 
on the urban periphery or 
inside a sub-district

Same-day delivery 
(last mile)

Retail logistics
Amazon Fresh,  
Kaufland 
delivery service

c. 4,000  
to 6,000 sqm

City to district,  
about 10 km/ 
c. 15-minute drive time 
radius, outer orbital

c. 20,000–40,000 30–250
Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

High

Micro-fulfilment 
centres

Direct customer 
deliveries of 
online orders

Inner city
Inner city, in densely  
populated locations  
(close to the customer)

Same-hour delivery 
(final mile)

Retail logistics
Amazon 
Prime Now

c. 1,000  
to 3,000 sqm

City districts, c. 1–5 km/ 
c. 5-minute drive 
time radius, inner-city 
ring road

c. 10,000–20,000 30–50
Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

Medium

Micro-depot
Tightly knit and 
small-scale final 
distribution

Inner city
Spread grid-like across 
entire city area (very close 
to the customer)

Same-hour delivery 
(final mile)

CEP industry, 
some retail

UPS, Hermes, etc.
c. 15 to 25 sqm 
(CEP), c. 200-500 
sqm (retail)

1 km radius  
(CEP industry),  
2–4 km (retail)

about 5–10,000
2–5 (CEP 
industry), 
15–20 (retail)

Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

low

Fig.  32 RequiRements oF the vaRious pRopeRty types in a cascading system  
oF city Logistics ReaL estate72
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property type desCription
type of
loCation

perfeCt site periodiCity
industry/
use type

example
spaCe 
requirement

market area/radius
residential 
supply

manpower 
needed

ownership 
struCture

property 
Complex-
ity

E-fulfilment 
centres

Mega-hubs 
in integrated 
conurbation

Outside city 
limits

Integrated metro region, 
excellent transport hub

Standard shipping
Retail logistics, 
e-commerce

Amazon.de,  
Zalando, eBay

from 25,000 up  
to 150,000 sqm

c. 100–250 km or more c. 2–5 million
500 to more 
than 1,000

Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

High

Regional depot
Midsize hubs
in the vicinity 
for re-supply

Suburbs 
to inner city

In the integrated conurba-
tion or greater metro area, 
sometimes inner city

Supply, 
standard shipping

Retail logistics, 
CEP industry

Retail logistics, 
Deutsche Post DHL

c. 15,000 sqm c. 50–70 km
Internal supply 
structures

100 to 200
Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

High

Urban fulfilment 
centres

Inner-city 
supply spokes 

Inner city
Conveniently accessible 
on the urban periphery or 
inside a sub-district

Same-day delivery 
(last mile)

Retail logistics
Amazon Fresh,  
Kaufland 
delivery service

c. 4,000  
to 6,000 sqm

City to district,  
about 10 km/ 
c. 15-minute drive time 
radius, outer orbital

c. 20,000–40,000 30–250
Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

High

Micro-fulfilment 
centres

Direct customer 
deliveries of 
online orders

Inner city
Inner city, in densely  
populated locations  
(close to the customer)

Same-hour delivery 
(final mile)

Retail logistics
Amazon 
Prime Now

c. 1,000  
to 3,000 sqm

City districts, c. 1–5 km/ 
c. 5-minute drive 
time radius, inner-city 
ring road

c. 10,000–20,000 30–50
Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

Medium

Micro-depot
Tightly knit and 
small-scale final 
distribution

Inner city
Spread grid-like across 
entire city area (very close 
to the customer)

Same-hour delivery 
(final mile)

CEP industry, 
some retail

UPS, Hermes, etc.
c. 15 to 25 sqm 
(CEP), c. 200-500 
sqm (retail)

1 km radius  
(CEP industry),  
2–4 km (retail)

about 5–10,000
2–5 (CEP 
industry), 
15–20 (retail)

Lease and  
owner-occupancy 
possible

low

 distRibution centRe in kLeinaitingen  
 (Source: Bremer)
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where To find SPaceS for ciTy logiSTicS?

There has been no noteworthy building activity dedicated to 

the city logistics sector yet. So far, no property developer has 

tapped into this market. Instead, logistics developers have ei-

ther focused on large-scale warehouses beyond the city limits, 

or active urban developers have concentrated on convention-

al types of real estate. There is no evidence for a real estate 

supply intended specifically for city logistics. Property devel-

opers are very slow to realise that there is an actual demand 

for smaller warehouses that will retain their alternative use 

potential even with lower ceilings or lower floor load capacity. 

However, simply deflating the large-scale warehouses will not 

do—it would fall short of the mark.

That being said, some market players have discovered niche 

solutions, in most cases by falling back on existing properties. 

This can either be by re-using retail warehouses or by renting a 

large warehouse and accepting the high overhead without ac-

tually requiring the building’s specifics, such as its high ceilings.

Until the time comes when purpose-built property develop-

ments come on-stream, the question presents itself: What is 

the best way to meet the floor space requirements using exist-

ing real estate stock?

new Types of Use for old concepts

European cities today are still strongly defined by their histor-

ically evolved structures. These structures are persistent, and 

it takes a long time to change them. Meanwhile, some of the 

societal and technological changes move at a faster pace. It 

can by all means happen that properties meant for a certain use 

type are no longer required in the quantity of floor area in which 

they are available. Assuming it is safe to say that consumption 

patterns and personal mobility are changing, retail outlets or 

underground car parks may to some extent become dispensa-

ble. The retail trade is showing first signs of erosion. Could this 

free up floor space for the purposes of city logistics? This ques-

tion was put to the experts as well as to the various panels:

(paRtiaL) conveRsion oF undeRg-
Round and muLti-stoRey caR paRks 
FoR city Logistics puRposes

Tenants and occupiers consider the (partial) use of floor space 

in underground and multi-storey car parks as feasible, and 

clearly attribute a comparatively sustainable potential for pro-

viding city logistics solutions to this option. Investors and prop-

erty developers also warmed to the idea, but more reticently 

so. Lenders and municipalities, by contrast, took a rather dim 

view of the idea to put such facilities to different use.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“At the moment, the current business model of multi-storey 

and underground car park operators in metropolises is working 

out quite well. So there is no need to start rocking the boat. 

This will change whenever people stop frequenting car parks 

because the mobility behaviour in metropolises has under-

gone a massive change. By then, at the latest, the business 

model of the car park operator will become unsustainable, and 

property owners will have to probe alternative options. Here, 

underground and multi-storey car parks come to mind as pos-

sible place for city logistics depots—at least in sub-sections. 

However, the property owners would have to adjust their yield 

expectations. Car parks are currently too pricey from an invest-

ment point of view because they are let on significant lease 

agreements. In the future, this will no longer be the case. Op-

erators are well advised to probe alternatives early on, and not 

to wait until the situation actually deteriorates. Once city logis-

tics firms have found the premises they need it will be too late 

to rezone multi-storey and underground car parks, which may 

then become non-performing assets.”

use oF (vacant) Lock-up RetaiL units 
oR oFFice FLooRs

It is readily apparent in German cities even now that not every 

retail unit is needed anymore. Although only Grade B through D 

locations are under pressure for the time being, there is every 

chance that the trade flows will keep shifting to e-commerce 

and render more physical retail units obsolete. And while there 

are currently no signs suggesting it, technological progress 

could eventually reduce the office requirements and release 

office space onto the market. Would offices lend themselves 

to the use for city logistics purposes?

The experts more or less agree that individual floors of office 

buildings or in retail schemes are well suited for city logistics 

purposes. They have already proven successful in the field, 

as the example of Amazon in Berlin’s downtown facility at 

Ku’damm-Karree shows. The euphoria is not fully shared by 

the panel respondents. Their responses, while allowing for 

minor deviations, present a similar picture as their opinions in 

regard to the conversion of underground/multi-storey car parks. 

Here as there, tenants/occupiers are the respondents who as-
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sociate the greatest potential and implementability with this 

option among the panelists, whereas property developers and 

investors again take a more conservative view. At the same 

time, lenders and municipalities were again the ones with the 

greatest reservations.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“Vacant lock-up retail units and office properties will be-

come highly significant for city logistics solutions. Especially 

in sub-districts and in the outskirts of cities, there are many 

storefronts that feel the pressure from the prime high-street 

locations and shopping centres. And these may regain their 

significance as long as they have a loading dock that permits 

the use of a pallet truck for loading and unloading. When in-

teracting with delivery vehicles that feature a tail lift, venues 

of this type will be easy to operate. No doubt, they were orig-

inally raised for a different purpose, but they will generally do 

the job. In any case, this opens up opportunities for investors 

who are invested in such properties in Grade B through D lo-

cations and are worried they may otherwise have to let them 

to bargain stores and mobile phone shops. Their outlook is 

somewhat brightened by the new option to use their premis-

es as base for last-mile deliveries.

As far as grocery supplies sold through online channels are con-

cerned, I assume that REWE and other supermarket chains will 

primarily handle their deliveries from their physical outlets. As 

it is, they use their outlets both for old-school retailing and as 

base for logistics deliveries. Either customers come in to shop 

for their groceries, or a courier comes in and picks the order off 

a shelf. There is no need for maintaining parallel structures.”

Fig.  33 how impLementabLe oR FeasibLe do 
you consideR the use oF undeRgRound/
muLti-stoRey caR paRks FoR city Logistics 
puRposes?

Fig.  34 how impLementabLe oR FeasibLe do 
you consideR the use oF vacant oFFice 
FLooRs, Lock-up RetaiL units, etc. FoR city 
Logistics puRposes?
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Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position along 
the x axis shows how implementable a given use type is estimated to be. The position 
on the y axis shows how high the solution potential for city logistics is rated. The 
diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the approach. The straight 
lines reflect the average of solution potential and implementability as benchmark figure 
across all panels.
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renaissance of historic formats

city Logistics in inneR-city  
business paRks

Business parks had their hey-day in the early 1990s. Offering a 

mix of warehouse, services and office facilities, they address a 

broad spectrum of tenant groups. Located mainly on the urban 

periphery and featuring an excessive share of office accommo-

dation, they were deemed obsolete by end of the zero years. 

Yet in the recent past, they have experienced a comeback. By 

introducing modern concepts and reshuffling the mix of use 

types, they can be flexibly adjusted to the latest requirements 

of commercial tenants. Interesting new products have evolved 

lately, some of them in very central locations. A case in point 

would be the CityPark by SEGRO in downtown Düsseldorf. 

It conveniently accommodates city logistics usage—which is 

why Deutsche Post DHL installed a mechanised delivery site 

there. It this a model that could be adopted elsewhere? Are 

business parks the prototypes for future city logistics—at least 

if they are centrally located and not somewhere in the suburbs?

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“Inner-city business parks are experiencing a renaissance. Af-

ter all, not only are the new order picking requirements concen-

trated in the inner cities, but so will future production themes 

be that will rely on 3D printing. However, a lot will depend on 

the location parameters. Properties on the edge of town are 

less attractive. Examples of suitable properties include new 

schemes, e.g. some raised by SEGRO, and existing buildings, 

e.g. those by BEOS.”

The respondent experts returned a strongly affirmative re-

sponse here, as they associate this option with a high po-

tential. Less enthusiastic, by contrast, were the interviewed 

panels. The panel of property developers, who can drew on 

relevant experience in this field, was the only one that con-

ceded easy feasibility and a certain potential as city logistics 

solution in some sections. The other panels were much more 

sceptical—and none more so than the municipalities. Why are 

experts and the panels so divided in their opinions? You need 

to go back to the slump in the 1990s to understand. During 

that market cycle, business parks experienced a regular boom, 

being raised mainly as office parks in outside the inner cities 

that proved no longer marketable once the recession hit in the 

wake of the New Economy bubble. The weakness of these his-

toric concepts continues to be associated with this asset class. 

For many respondents, it probably calls to mind unsuitable floor 

plans typical of old-style business parks.

consoLidation centRes 
(white LabeL hubs) on the peRipheRy

City logistics have already been the subject of discussion for 

several decades. From time to time, the discussion returns to 

the idea of operating consolidation centres on the urban periph-

ery. Here, the goods to be forwarded into the city are consol-

idated. The actual transport into the city is in many instances 

handled by a neutral (“white label”) service provider. Recent 

concepts of subterranean transportation revive the idea. The 

experts and the survey panel provided diverging assessments 

of this concept.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“The idea keeps coming back up. Ultimately, the ideas of 

the 1970s on the subject of city logistics laid the ground for 

today’s freight centres. For a number of reasons, they nev-

er worked out in the inner city. One of the main reasons for 

their failure is the intrinsic interest of all market players to do 

their own hauling in order to stay in touch with their customer 

bases. The age of digitisation has made this even harder to ac-

complish. It has also made the idea of the white label centres 

seem even more remote.”

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“There is no way white label hubs will work. Initially, every-

one will agree and say “Yes, of course, that’s something worth 

thinking about”—but whenever things get more specific, peo-

ple keep back-paddling. Running joint tours in an unlabelled 

white fleet is even less conceivable because it would dele-

gate the planning competence and the warranty for customer 

shipments to a third party. But customer loyalty and with it 

corporate profits can only be generated at the front door via 

face-to-face encounters between customer and CEP compa-

ny. It happens, for instance, if your courier shows up at the 

same time each day to pick up your parcels. Imagine a hospital 

that urgently needs a new hip joint, and it is despatched via a 

CEP service provider. Time would be of the essence, that is, 

the courier could not start asking his way around the hospital 

and get lost in the maze of corridors, but would have to know 

exactly where to go. This kind of reliability cannot be provided 

by a third party that simultaneously represents the interests of 

several other stakeholders. The same goes for the delivery of 

shipments: When you do a good job getting the order to the 

end customer, the latter will acknowledge the sound perfor-

mance when placing his or her next online order and select the 

same delivery service.”
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Fig.  35 how ReaListic oR FeasibLe do you 
consideR business paRks cLose to inneR 
cities?

Fig.  36 how ReaListic oR FeasibLe do 
you consideR the intRoduction oF 
consoLidation centRes?
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The responses by tenants and occupiers, however, suggest 

that consolidation centres harbour a massive solution poten-

tial. Apparently, the assessment by CEP service providers, as a 

specific industry, clashes with the opinions of other industries 

represented in the tenants/occupiers group. 

Interesting to note is that the municipal respondents were ex-

tremely reluctant to make up their minds although a lot our ur-

ban traffic could hypothetically be avoided with such schemes. 

Perhaps municipalities have been sobered by past experience. 

Then again, the concepts have been brought back to life with 

plenty of fresh ideas, and could gain momentum. It is, for in-

stance, possible to position the consolidation centres not on 

the urban periphery but—in analogy to the super blocks in Bar-

celona—to spread them across the city, e.g. on the edge of 

each district.

Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position along 
the x axis shows how implementable a given use type is estimated to be.. The position 
on the y axis shows how high the solution potential for city logistics is rated. The 
diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the approach. The straight 
lines reflect the average of solution potential and implementability as benchmark figure 
across all panels.
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are there other Synergy opportunities?

In addition to the properties discussed above, there are numer-

ous other options for finding suitable premises in the city that 

generally qualify for the use as city logistics facilities. In some 

cases, you need to think outside the box and overcome con-

ventional thought patterns.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR,  

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“What matters is this: You need to take a step back from the 

parameters of conventional asset classes when dealing with 

city logistics. It will not do to take the same approach as with 

other asset classes. In fact, the subjects under discussion 

extend across asset classes. There is a vast potential in fur-

ther densification. Many department stores, e.g., would lend 

itself to city logistics purposes after it is decommissioned. In 

cities that have not experienced structural changes yet you 

may find properties you did not have on your radar initially: car 

dealerships, for instance, or repair shops. Many of these have 

storage facilities of sufficient dimensions while facing obso-

lescence as private mobility declines. Conventional freight 

forwarding facilities have already been written off, but have 

regained in significance because palletised deliveries are be-

coming more important again. After all, the outposts that are 

scattered in an atomised pattern across the city area and that 

need to be resupplied in a cascading process receive their 

deliveries in palletised form.”

new formats

FLex spaces in mixed-use FaciLities

The solutions discussed so far can be considered transitional 

stages, but do not qualify as buildings optimally adapted to the 

needs of city logistics. To a significant degree, however, city 

logistics require only a small footprint per site, and are rather 

frugal in their fit-out requirements. The most important charac-

teristic of a given site is its central location. It is by all means 

possible therefore that city logistics needs are essentially 

served by mixed-use properties. Due to the low floor space re-

quirements per site, this approach appears to be more realistic 

in many cases than new-build stand-alone buildings.

But this would hardly be a new concept, for its core idea has 

been around since the late nineteenth century. A good case in 

point is the GSG-Höfe trading estate in Berlin where multi-ten-

ant units are flexibly let to various types of occupiers. Facilities 

of this kind are called flex spaces. As far as size and quality 

go, they can accommodate—in addition to urban light industrial 

uses—advertising agencies and architects as well as gyms and 

office tenants, and city logistics formats like micro-depots or 

micro-fulfilment centres would fit right in.

 Raimund paetzmann, independent adviseR: 

“I am convinced that we will see new types of logistics real 

estate. What I have in mind are mixed-use formats above all. 

Logistics in combination with residential, office and retail will 

(have to) become normal. Multi- and omni-channel formats 

require new infrastructures for deliveries. A small hub in a 

sprawling urban shopping centre, local micro-depots at the 

local convenience store or in an office block. Pick-up points 

or drive-ins, possibly even modular, stackable micro-container 

systems that serve as transport system and are transported in 

ever smaller consignments in the course of distribution and are 

then used for the last mile, or directly serve as parcel box—we 

will see more of these things in the future.”

What matters most in the longer term is the mixing of all types 

of floor spaces and uses of relevance in the city. This approach 

to existing real estate is already being implemented in con-

verted properties or business parks in inner cities, although it 

should be added that city logistics operators have only rented 

premises on some of these so far. The use types that will (have 

to) be mixed more and more frequently in the future include 

residential, leisure, recreational and cultural. The result will be 

the opposite of a city divided by functions. What stands in the 

way of the widespread introduction of such concepts (for the 

time being) are the short supply of land, the rivalry among the 

different types of use, and Germany’s restrictive building code.

However, converted properties and inner-city business parks 

are practically no longer developed. The creation of such fa-

cilities, including through construction, is gaining increasingly 

in significance because here is an opportunity to implement 

building forms and floor plan specifications that are optimised 

for city logistics purposes.
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Fig. 37 FLexibLy usabLe FaciLities (FLex spaces) within a mixed-use city

land 
availability/
Competition
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 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“The main obstacle is considered the right of use whenever con-

versions are contemplated. They need to be properly approved, 

and this can sometimes be prevented by obsolete interpretations 

or regulations. This explains why the ZIA German Property Fed-

eration seeks to have the strict differentiation of use types sof-

tened up. We assume that an existing building may be divided 

into different sections. For instance, two basement levels could 

be used for logistics, the ground floor for retailing, and the upper 

floors for offices or residential units. So we need permit proce-

dures that cover all of this. What we need, if you will, is a plan-

ning permit for general purpose accommodation or ‘flex space’ 

to accommodate all of these types of use.

The situation calls for legal amendments. It would be helpful to 

enter into an open, but constructive dialogue as soon as pos-

sible. Otherwise the dynamic of the markets will simply out-

manoeuvre the restrictions in an uncontrolled manner. Using a 

former consumer electronics store on Berlin’s prime high-street 

boulevard is probably not entirely in line with applicable law, but 

is currently a business reality as a result of market demand.”

The ongoing debate on the subject of tomorrow’s “smart city” 

calls to mind the alternative of “vertical cities” in this context. 

Rather than technological networking, these focus on the ver-

tical stacking of use types that symbiotically share the same 

building. Eligible types of use in this context are residential, 

including serviced apartments and other derivative formats, 

along with office, but also conventional and online retailing 

(multi-channel strategy). Also well suited to supplement the 

concept would be micro-fulfilment centres or micro-depots.

The shift in strategy from pure player toward omni-channel 

is a trend that is already in an advanced stage in the United 

States. Amazon, for instance, has supplemented its online 

business with urban brick-and-mortar retailing formats like Am-

azon Books, Amazon Go and the recently acquired organic food 

chain Wholefoods. In Germany, a comparable strategy is pur-

sued by Zalando, who acquired the sporting and leisure goods 

retailer Kickz. Online and offline retailing are blending together 

more and more. The trend has to be reflected in the real es-

tate used. It is therefore safe to assume that every mall and 

shopping centre will set aside space for city logistics purposes 

in the future. Shoppers will get to decide whether they prefer 

to carry their purchases home under their own steam or would 

rather have them delivered in analogy to online shopping. Phys-

ical retailing and e-commerce rely on the same infrastructure in 

this context. To implement this strategy requires city logistics 

facilities along with the corresponding skills.

Fig.  38 how ReaListic oR FeasibLe do 
you consideR consoLidation points in 
inteRmodaL sites (convenientLy accessed 
Locations Like seRvice stations, seLF 
stoRage FaciLities, etc.)?
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Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position along 
the x axis shows how implementable a given use type is estimated to be.. The position 
on the y axis shows how high the solution potential for city logistics is rated. The 
diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the approach. The straight 
lines reflect the average of solution potential and implementability as benchmark figure 
across all panels.
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 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“One thing you can do if you are unable to find any premis-

es is to identity collaboration partners. What comes to mind 

are shopping centres with large basement facilities or un-

derground car parks—these being options where storage 

areas and staff can be deployed. And such a place could 

be served by a courier service. The collaboration partners 

would benefit from the optimisation of their resources and 

a better utilisation of their floor space.”

inteRmodaL stations

One conceivable way to get more efficient in covering the 

last and final mile is to use city logistics solutions more in-

tensely in conveniently accessed locations than has been the 

case so far. Certain steps could be bundled in the city logis-

tics process chain. Suitable locations could include:

 · parcel boxes/parcel lockers in the streetscape

 · pick-up stores in railway stations, in storefronts, etc.

 · service stations

 · self-storage facilities

 · late night convenience stores, kiosks

 pRoF. tobias Just, 

 iRebs ReaL estate business schooL: 

“Intermodal stations are places or buildings that serve city 

logistics functions. They are used for transshipment pur-

poses and for further distribution. Much more important, 

however, is the option to leave or accept shipments in 

these places. The facilities occupy transportation-friendly 

locations in intermodal spots, e.g. railway stations, and in 

places you pass in the morning and in the evening anyway. 

Of key importance is to clearly designate the spots that fea-

ture intermodal crossings, and that these are understood 

as such. Otherwise, it would be just another development 

stage of a distribution network like the one operated by the 

postal service. It would be another drilldown from the large 

distribution centre down in successive steps until a ship-

ment is ultimately delivered by bicycle—which would not 

be a new system. It would be truly new only if the whole 

process was automated and if it proceeded autonomously, 

with the recipient only scheduling the delivery process—in-

cluding a place and time for the delivery or the pick-up, as 

the case may be.”

Since these places already exist in the city, the interviewed 

panels deem an implementation highly realistic. In addition, 

the attribute a comparatively high solution potential to the 

intermodal points.

 RaineR kiehL, ups geRmany: 

“Lately, we identified well-suited floor space in self-stor-

age centres that are located in densely populated areas. 

Equipped with goods lift and loading zones, they feature an 

infrastructure that suits our purposes.”
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innovaTive layoUT concePTS 
USing mobile aSSeTS

The foregoing chapter includes a detailed discussion of property 

types that could serve city logistics purposes. They are comple-

mented by deliberations to step up the use of mobile solutions.

micro-depots as Pop-up Storage in containers

The sea cargo containers used by UPS already demonstrated 

that mobile solutions will work. Asked about the solution po-

tential and the feasibility of micro-depots in the form of contain-

ers, the most favourable view was clearly taken by the tenants/

occupiers group, which already gathered positive experience 

with them and were able to confirm their feasibility. Investors 

also returned a positive response. Lenders, by contrast, took a 

comparatively dim view of the implementability and the solu-

tion potential of this option.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“Micro depots definitely have their purpose, and are already 

used by some players. Since they function in analogy to 

pop-up stores in the retail sector, they could arguably be la-

belled pop-up storage. Extensive floor area could be made 

available for this purpose that we have not yet focused on. 

A downward trend in personal mobility would free up large 

sections in the parking lots of ALDI, Lidl and other supermar-

kets. These would lend themselves to the flexible operation 

of pop-up storage sites, including for the purpose of staging 

and relocating specials.”

flex hubs

Floor space requirements gravitate increasingly toward flexi-

bly adjustable facilities. Occupiers show a growing desire for 

some kind of modular Lego block system. The modular de-

sign systems available on the market are of limited use, how-

ever, because they are not mobile and/or not flexible enough. 

They hardly lend themselves to custom solutions. Industrial 

companies (e.g. Siemens, BMW) are therefore developing 

proprietary solutions that will also be of interest for logistics 

purposes. Concepts of this kinds are grouped together under 

the term “flex hub.” They show strong analogies to the auto-

mobile industry and electric mobility. The StreetScooter was 

DHL’s response to the indifference of the automobile industry 

toward a product for which it perceived only a negligible de-

mand, but which was very much needed from the perspec-

tive of occupier DHL. The carmakers’ response may have 

been market-consistent in past decades—but in the age of 

digitisation and the start-up movement, a stronger customer 

orientation is expected. If no adequate answers are provided, 

the market will find its own solutions. The same is true for the 

real estate universe in this context.

Flex hubs are, strictly speaking, not real property because they 

are assembled from mobile units, e.g. shipping containers. 

What makes this type of property mobile are its flexible recon-

figuration options in terms of size, structure and capabilities. 

The modular building is steadily gaining in significance in logis-

tics and in manufacturing.

Their usability for the inner city market has been limited so far, 

no least because they can only be built up to a certain height, 

and have therefore a poor floor space efficiency. Instead, they 

expand horizontally, using up more surface area, which is an 

approach more suitable for greenfield sites than for the inner 

city with its fierce competition for land. Their appeal is much 

greater for midsize and large facilities in peripheral business 

areas because they are flexible enough to be set up and dis-

mantled within short periods of time. The flexibility of the floor 

space is limited by the maximum floor area approved, but may 

freely be downscaled whenever less space is required. Flex 

hubs will become a more frequent sight, albeit mainly in the 

outskirts of cities.

In terms of planning-law, they are subject to elevated require-

ments and constraints if the container modules are not simply 

stacked like on a container vessel, but people circulate between 

them or goods are loaded and unloaded. But from a technical 

point of view, the imagination can virtually run wild. One option 

under discussion, for instance, is a modular compound structure 

of separate containers that may be flexibly joined together. Since 

no standards have been defined yet for this use of shipping con-

tainers, an established solution is not in sight at this time.

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“Industrial and logistics companies are under the impression 

that the building industry is too glutted with projects at the mo-

ment, especially in the logistics sector, to devote much innova-

tive strength to the issue. Since the market does not seem to 

offer suitable answers to their floor space requirements, these 

companies are developing their own solutions.”
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Fig. 40 iLLustRation oF the bmw FLex hub (im)mobiLien concept
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Fig.  39 how ReaListic oR FeasibLe do you consideR micRo depots  
as containeR soLution in sites neaR the town centRe?
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 (Source: Drees & Sommer)

Interpretation aid: 
Each of the colours refers to a different panel of experts interviewed. The position along 
the x axis shows how implementable a given use type is estimated to be.. The position 
on the y axis shows how high the solution potential for city logistics is rated. The 
diameter refers to the estimated sustainability/persistence of the approach. The straight 
lines reflect the average of solution potential and implementability as benchmark figure 
across all panels.
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 gateway to zaLando 
 Logistics centRe LahR 
 (Source: Goodman) 



The demand for logistics real estate is ascending to record levels this year. The 

reasons: Investors inside and outside Germany are looking for sustainable in-

vestment objectives that will yield an attractive rate of return. This is where the 

German market for logistics and industrial companies comes in as a destination 

of choice. Compared to other asset classes or countries, returns are compara-

tively high even if yield compression has drastically narrowed the gap to other 

types of real estate. At the same time, the German market is characterised by an 

amalgam of renowned high-net-worth industrial groups while also being home 

to dynamic and highly qualified spectrum of small and medium-sized enterpris-

es (Sme). The high level of industrialisation compared to other countries and 

the high owner-occupier rate imply a rich diversity of investment options. Other 

perks that boost the appeal of this asset class include its low cyclicality and its 

high cashflow return.

Navigating this market without getting lost requires sound and precise posi-

tioning. How have transaction volumes developed over time? Which logistics 

regions do investors focus on? Who are the major market operators? These and 

other questions are addressed in this chapter.

To answer them we carefully analysed the investment market of the past five 

years and the ongoing year, and compiled a valid data base that covers the fun-

damental key ratios of all regions. The “Logistics and real estate” survey anal-

yses exclusively the market for logistics real estate. German “Unternehmen-

simmobilien” (light industrial real estate) including multi-tenant assets such as 

business parks and converted properties, except for warehouse properties, are 

not considered by the survey, but are instead covered by the reports of the Initi-

ative Unternehmensimmobilien . To permit comparability to other publications 

that fail to differentiate between the various asset classes, the investment vol-

umes of either market segment are represented in the introduction. 

the investment 
maRket FoR Logistics 
ReaL estate—PaTTernS 
and PreferenceS in The inveSTor 
landScaPe
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Investment-grade commercial property was in short supply in 

the wake of the record sales volume of 2015, with the invest-

ment market for commercial real estate more or less swept 

clean. Predictably, the 2015 sales volume was not matched 

in 2016. In fact, the year-end total of 52.9 billion euros rep-

resented a dip—albeit a modest one—of 5.2% year on year 

(2015: 56 billion euros). But it still topped the five-year mean 

by 27.5% (average 2012 through 2016: 41.5 billion euros).

investments in Logistics ReaL 
estate cLimbed to new aLL-time 
high in h1 2017 aLone

Warehousing and logistics properties have come to claim a 

growing piece of the investment market. Between 2012 and 

2016, a total of c. 13.9 billion euros was invested in ware-

house/logistics real estate. Adding the amounts invested in 

German corporate and industrial real estate brings the invest-

ment total for this period up to c. 20.5 billion euros. Invest-

ments in warehouse/logistics properties did not slow down in 

2016. Indeed, the 2015 record level of c. 3.3 billion euros was 

exceeded in 2016 because the market continued to accom-

modate demand. The year-on-year increase (∆ 2015 to 2016) 

in traded assets exceeded 270 million euros, which adds up to 

a total volume of c. 3.6 billion euros and an investment growth 

Fig. 41 investment voLume in geRman Logistics, coRpoRate and industRiaLs ReaL estate, 
in miLLion euRos, 2012 –2016, 2017*
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by 8%. Total investments in warehouse/logistics properties 

are well beyond the 5-year average (2012 through 2016) of 

2.8 billion euros. So there is nothing to suggest a downward 

trend. On the contrary, a look at the first seven months of 

2017 demonstrates a continued surge in investment demand 

for warehouse/logistics real estate compared to last year. The 

investment volume of the ongoing year to date already tops 

last year’s total by 18.0% (H1 2017: 4.3 billion euros). Multi- 

use and multi-let commercial properties of the sort covered 

by the “Initiative Unternehmensimmobilien” attracted a large 

investment volume of 1.1 billion euros during the first half of 

this year, just 12% short of the year-end volume of 2016.

In sum, more than 4.5 billion euros have been invested in the 

mentioned categories in 2017 to date. This brings the invest-

ment volume for the current year as of the key date up to over 

99% of the total amount invested in the banner year of 2016. 

The decisive factors here include the increased building activi-

ty, which produces more investment properties, and an accel-

erated trading intensity. Some properties and portfolios actually 

changed hands more than once in 2017. 

* The evaluation includes all transactions up to the key date of 31 July 2017

** Warehousing and logistics properties were not studied collectively.  
Check unternehmensimmobilien.net for an exact definition of warehouse properties in the sense of “Unternehmensimmobilie.”
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 Logistics centRe in gRossbeeRen 
 (Source: Goodman) 

Demand for the classic investment products residential, of-

fice and retail remains strong against the background of the 

persistent interest rate trough. The price spiral in these seg-

ments has gathered momentum, and international investors 

are pushing onto the German market, which they consider 

quite affordable. However, international and institutional in-

vestors concentrate primarily on the country’s metro regions 

where they expect the lowest exposure to threats and the 

greatest benefits from economies of scale via centralised as-

set management. Logistics regions like Ulm or Hanover used 

to be relatively unknown to (international) investors. Logistics 

and industrial real estate therefore offered sound yield oppor-

tunities. But since classic investment assets in the hot spots 

are getting increasingly expensive, foreign investors have 

lately shifted their focus to include logistics and industrial 

properties outside the “Big Seven” cities. This makes it rea-

sonable to assume new records will be set in 2017 and the 

years to come.

onLy 2 to 3% oF the investment 
potentiaL is being expLoited  

It is safe to say that German logistics real estate will remain 

subject to strong demand. An estimated year-end total of 7 bil-

lion euros or more, which would be a historic record, seems by 

all means realistic. It would raise the segment’s share in the 

overall commercial real estate transaction total, which is estimat-

ed at 55 to 60 billion euros by the end of 2017, to around 12%.

Taking a long-term perspective, the segment presents enor-

mous potential for investment. According to calculations by 

Initiative Unternehmensimmobilien, warehouse/logistics prop-

erties potentially eligible for investments add up to 119.3 billion 

euros. Compared to the actual transaction figures, the long-

term time series suggests that only 2–3% of this potential are 

exploited. The reason: Many logistics assets continue to be 

owner-occupied. In order to satisfy the growing investment de-

mand, many investors would like to capitalise this potential.
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Fig. 42 Logistics investment voLume in miLLion euRos, by type oF tRansaction,  

2012 –2016, 2017*
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singLe tRansactions poRtFoLios *The evaluation includes all transactions up to the key date of 31 July 2017

The share of portfolio sales in the transactions market has 

increased steadily. Portfolio transactions are often seen as 

a quick way to invest large sums of capital, and to acquire a 

sizeable chunk of the market in strategic locations. In 2016, 

portfolio deals accounted for a market share of around 51%, up 

from around 40% in 2015. But the year of 2017* has set yet 

another high-water mark, with portfolio transactions claiming 

around 70% of the market. It suggests that the significance 

of portfolio acquisitions continues to grow, especially among 

foreign market operators. For the analysis of the portfolios, 

we considered exclusively German logistics assets, and thus 

often mere parts of larger portfolio sales because some port-

folios include assets located outside Germany or belonging 

to other asset classes.

Decisive for the development in the year 2016 are prop-

erties of more than 40,000 sqm EFA in package sales—

for instance a logistics centre in Kamen of 114,000 sqm 

EFA overall. The asset was bought by GIC (Government 

of Singapore).

25 poRtFoLio tRansactions in 2016 
and 2017* aLone

Portfolio deals represent the largest transaction volumes in 

Germany, and tend to be in the nine-digit price range. Out of 

the 17 portfolios that changed hands in 2016, three ran in the 

triple-digit millions (average: 107 million euros). In 2017, nine 

block sales have already been transacted so far, thereof five for 

more than 100 million euros each. The single largest deal was 

closed by CIC (China Investment Corporation) when it acquired 

the portfolios of logistics platform Logicor from Blackstone for 

approximately 1.6 billion euros. 

Some of the portfolio assets changed hands more than once 

within a year. The properties held in the Hansteen portfolio, 

for instance, were initially bought by Logicor/M7 before being 

resold together with other property of the Logicor portfolio to 

CIC a short while later.

PorTfolio TranSacTionS on The german 
logiSTicS real eSTaTe markeT



90 poRtFoLio deaLs duRing the 
FiRst haLF-yeaR oF 2017 may have 
geneRated anotheR RecoRd-
bReaking tRansaction totaL

A look at the list of traded portfolios shows that eight port-

folio transactions involved logistics real estate in Germany 

this year to date. For the sake of comparison: Nine transac-

tions were registered during the first six months of 2016. 

This does not permit any inferences whether or not package 

deals have lost in appeal. A closer look at the transactions 

reveals that around 3.7 million sqm of floor area in a transac-

tion volume of more than 2.7 billion euros already changed 

hands this year. The portfolio deals shown in Figure 43 alone 

account for an increase in capital (in euros) of around 49% 

over the year-end total in portfolio transactions in 2016. It 

should be added that the portfolio deals were closed mainly 

by foreign market players. These use package deals as an 

easy way to buy into an increasingly sought and low-risk in-

vestment type in Germany, and thereby to acquire a sizeable 

market foot print with the stroke of a pen. German portfolio 

buyers prefer smaller batch sizes or indeed single-asset in-

vestments. There is reason to expect this pattern to become 

more established going forward. This is in any case safe to 

expect as long as the global parameters on the capital market 

remain as they are.

Fig. 43 tRaded Logistics ReaL estate poRtFoLios by investment voLume  
in geRmany, 2017*

rank portfolio transaCtion buyer seller
volume 

in million 
euros

avg. invest-
ment volume, 
in euros/sqm

building 
floor 

area, in 
‘000 sqm

avg.  
asset size, 

insqm

1
Logicor  
(Blackstone)

CIC China  
Investment  
Corporation

Logicor 
(Blackstone)

2,295,000 1,584 690 27,651

2
Gramercy  
portfolio

Axa Core Europe
Gramercy 
Property Trust

474,100 401 846 43,100

3
Hansteen  
portfolio

Logicor (Blackstone) 
(90%) /  
M7 Real Estate (10%)

Hansteen 
Holdings PLC

444,000 274 617 13,100 

4
Geneba  
portfolio

Frasers Centrepoint
Geneba Properties 
N.V.

219,000 183 835 24,333

5
Hellmich t 
o CBRE

CBRE Global Investors Hellmich Group 51,000 128 2,518 5,100

6 Panattoni/Montea
PATRIZIA  
Immobilien AG

Panattoni Europe 
Properties (42%)/ 
Montea (58%)

74,000 74 1,000 18,500

7 DSV portfolio Deka Immobilien DSV 86,000 67 779 28,667

8 n. a.
Heitman  
International 

n. a. 50,000 n. a. n. a. n. a.

*The evaluation covers all portfolio transactions in 2017 up to the key date of 31 July 2017. It should be noted that the listed deals include solely properties defined as logistics real 
estate, including distribution facilities and e-fulfilment centres, smaller warehouse 

the investment maRket FoR Logistics ReaL estate
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key pLayeRs in poRtFoLios, but 
RegRessive oveRaLL: shaRe oF 
inteRnationaL investoRs dRops  
to 56% between 2015 and 2016

Since 2012, international investors have visibly and steadily ex-

panded their share of the German investment market in logis-

tics real estate; by 2015, they accounted for a market share of 

70%. Up to then, the strongest demand had been generated 

by North American and European players, specifically inves-

tors from the United States, the United Kingdom but also from 

Australia. In the time since 2015, Asian investors have shown 

a growing interest in German warehouse/logistics properties. 

While the stake of this investor group was a comparatively 

modest 4% at the time of its market entry in 2015, they ex-

panded by five percentage points to claim a 9% market share 

just one year later.

But 2016 also marked a momentary hiatus as the share of for-

eign market players plunged back to 56%. Still, foreign inves-

tors continue to be in the majority. The situation is explained 

not by any slack in demand, but by the bustling activity of 

domestic players, who were responsible for two of the five 

biggest transactions. Foreign players concentrated mainly on 

big-ticket investments beyond the mark of 100 million euros, 

which more or less represents the average transaction value 

of the twenty largest investments. Most prominent among 

the countries of origin in this context were top-performers 

Australia, France, the United States, the United Kingdom and 

Singapore. The high capital flow from the United Kingdom to 

Germany may also have had something to do with the Brexit 

referendum. Local market participants gravitate toward smaller 

batch sizes.

In the ongoing year 2017, foreign players claimed a huge piece 

of the German logistics market. By the key date for the analysis 

(31 July 2017), they accounted for nearly 80% of all invest-

ments, a far higher share than in prior years. Compared to the 

year 2016 as a whole, this would be a difference of roughly 

24%. A decisive role played the portfolio transactions by Logi-

cor (Blackstone/USA) and CIC (China Investment Corporation).

It is therefore safe to conclude that foreign operators continue 

to consider the German logistics market to be highly significant.

who bUyS in germany?—originS of The inveSTorS

Fig. 44 investments by oRigin oF buyeR and yeaR, 2012 –2016, 2017*
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92 The inveSTor landScaPe for  
logiSTicS ProPerTieS in germany

1. bLackstone: 1,595.4 million euros 

2. goodman gRoup: 1,594.9 million euros  

3. gaRbe gRoup: 671.7 million euros  

4. segRo: 565.3 million euros 

5. hines: 379.5 million euros 

6. gic: 339.2 million euros 

7. gRameRcy euRope: 339.1 million euros 

8. cbRe gLobaL investoRs: 337.2 million euros 

9. union investment: 283.7 million euros 

10. deka immobiLien: 259.0 million euros 

11. th ReaL estate: 235.5 million euros 

12. aew euRope: 231.3 million euros 

13. tiLad FamiLy oFFice: 224.0 million euros 

14. paLmiRa capitaL paRtneRs: 222.4 million euros 

15. pRoLogis: 194.0 million euros 

16. RLi investoRs: 186.8 million euros 

17. aquiLa capitaL: 186.7 million euros 

18. geneba pRopeRties n.v.: 182.9 million euros 

19. wüstenRot und wüRttembeRgische ag: 165.0 million euros 

20. vib veRmögen: 162.0 million euros 

Fig. 45  top 20 investoRs in Logistics ReaL estate in geRmany, by miLLion euRos, 2012 –2016

the investment maRket FoR Logistics ReaL estate
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new maRket pLayeR FRom asia 
cReates stiR on the geRman 
investment maRket

The reasons for the increased activities of international players 

on the German logistics real estate market are quite diverse 

and have not changed since last year’s survey but merely in-

tensified.

 · Increasing transparency of the German logistics real estate 

market

 · Ramifications of the global mega trends make logistics and

 thus logistics real estate more attractive

 · Diverse investment opportunities due to a dynamic industrial

landscape that include large conglomerates, small and me-

dium-sized enterprises (SME), and hidden champions

 · (Still) attractive rates of return combined with stable cash

flows from German logistics real estate when contextual-

ised with the global pressure to invest and the need for yield

Due to the robust market activities of Logicor (Blackstone) and 

especially CIC, the ranking has been reshuffled since last year, 

with Goodman Group losing its lead position. 

Between 2012 and 2016, Logicor committed approximately 1.6 

million euros in Germany. As a result, the company has taken over 

the top spot in the ranking, followed by Goodman Group. While 

maintaining an almost identical investment level—just half a mil-

lion euros less—the company ranked second in the years 2012 

through 2016. The German logistics real estate developer and 

asset holder Garbe Group invested c. 920 million euros less than 

Goodman Group. In 2016, it invested more than 670 million euros 

in German warehouse/logistics properties.

During the period 2012 through 2017,* there have been seven 

German companies among the top 20 investors. Considering the 

fact that this maps a period of several years, it is striking to note 

that a Chinese investor, CIC, took the lead from the moment it 

entered the market. Second place was taken by a US hedge 

fund. There is only one German market player (Garbe Group) 

among the top 5 and only one other among the top ten (Deka).

A look at the year 2017 reveals unambiguous figures. The 

logistics real estate transactions evaluated by the key date are 

dominated by portfolio deals. Only logistics property trans-

actions were taken into account, while other asset classes 

were ignored. Clearly in the lead is CIC (China Investment 

Corporation) with nearly 1.9 billion euros of capital invested as 

it took over the logistics platform Logicor (Blackstone). Just 

months earlier, Blackstone had taken over the company Han-

steen Holdings PLC along with its real estate through a joint 

venture with the internationally active property manager M7 

Real Estate. Meanwhile, the takeover of Geneba marked the 

entry of another Asian real estate company into the German 

logistics market: Based in Singapore, Frasers Centrepoint has 

invested 183 million euros in 2017 so far. While this places 

the company among the top 5 for the ongoing year, it is ob-

viously not enough to qualify for a rank among the top 20 for 

the period of 2012 through 2017.* AXA and Blackstone posi-

tioned themselves ahead of Frasers Centrepoint and directly 

behind CIC with major portfolio deals of 460 million euros and 

242 million euros, respectively. CBRE ranked behind Frasers 

Centrepoint with a 17-million-euro gap in committed capital.

The top 10 rankings for the 2012-2017* period account for a 

total transaction volume of c. 8.8 billion euros. This is roughly 

one third of all transactions closed during that period. The two 

Asian investors among the top 10 alone accounted for a com-

bined transaction volume of c. 2.2 billion euros.



Fig. 46 top 20 investoRs in Logistics ReaL estate in geRmany, by miLLion euRos,  
2012 –2016, 2017* 
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*Key date for the analysis: 31 July 2017 The methodology of this years analysis deviates from the procedure used last year. To provide a clearly structured representation, the 
transactions of the years 2012-2017 are analysed in summarised form. To ensure comparability nonetheless, the years 2012-2016 are shown separately from the 2017 figures. 
The evaluation considers arm’s length transactions between two unaffiliated entities on the open market (“external transactions”) as well as transactions between two affiliated 
entities (under company law, e.g. a company’s property development arm and an investment fund of the same company) were not taken into account (“internal transactions”). The 

the investment maRket FoR Logistics ReaL estate
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internal transactions are posted separately. These transactions are by all means relevant if they represent changes of ownership at arm’s length (see the reporting guideline for the 
commercial property investment market published by the “gif” real estate research society). It is transaction model applied to many properties, e.g. those of property developers 
who commit their assets into institutional fund vehicles for third-party (investor) capital. As a rule, however, such transactions are not publicised and are therefore invisible to normal 
market observation. Still, they are considered in this schedule wherever possible. The internal transactions are quite substantial, though.
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Due to its central location in Europe and its rather sound infra-

structure, Germany has evolved as one of the most important 

logistics hubs in the world. While the overall market constel-

lation is favourable, some of the German regions manifest 

exceptionally attractive characteristics for logistics services. 

Relevant criteria include: A sound infrastructure, modern and 

attractive new-build developments as well as a robust labour 

market and economic structure. The volume of investments 

committed in a given region may also be rated as a success 

and performance indicator. This makes the analysis of the re-

gional investment activity particularly meaningful.

During the survey period 2012 through 2016, the Rhine-Main/

Frankfurt logistics region retained its lead position from previ-

ous years. Halle/Leipzig dropped three ranks and lost its sec-

ond place to the much-sought logistics region of Hamburg. 

Inversely, the Düsseldorf region improved by one notch this 

year. The Cologne logistics region also moved up two spots 

and now ranks behind the Düsseldorf region while remaining 

ahead of Halle/Leipzig. The top 5 logistics regions each gen-

erated a transaction volume of more than 800 million euros 

during the survey period of 2012 through 2016. Striking to 

note, the top 3 all totalled transaction volumes of more than 

one billion euros each.

In the ongoing year, transactions have been relatively slow in 

the regions Halle/Leipzig and Hamburg, whereas each of the 

top 5 logistics regions already crossed the mark of 400 million 

euros. Munich climbed an amazing four ranks, up from 10th 

place in 2016. In the bottom segment, the Augsburg logistics 

region moved up six ranks in 2017 (up from rank 24 in 2016). 

The lower spots in the ranking, including the regions A4 mo-

torway Saxony, Aachen and Magdeburg, registered a certain 

amount of logistics activities, but do not (yet) play a role on 

the investment market and clearly lag behind. Interesting to 

note is the slump in investment activities specifically in the 

logistics regions of Nuremberg, A4 motorway Thuringia and 

Bad Hersfeld (2016: ranks 5, 14 and 21, respectively).

The investment transactions in 2017 to date suggest the ways in 

which the region will position themselves next year. The Rhine-

Main/Frankfurt region will consolidate its lead position. The re-

gions Cologne and Düsseldorf will ascend in rank—provided no 

major changes in the existing investment structure transpire in 

the remainder of 2017. The single biggest change will probably 

involve the Rhine-Ruhr logistics region, which already attracted 

investments in an amount nearly as large as the investment 

volume during the entire survey period of 2012 through 2016. 

Much the same can be said for the Koblenz region.

inveSTmenT acTiviTy by logiSTicS region

 goodman LahR  
 Logistics centRe 
 (Source: Goodman) 

the investment maRket FoR Logistics ReaL estate



97Fig. 47 Logistics Regions by tRaded investment voLumes, in miLLion euRos,  
2012 –2016, 2017*
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98 The Top 5 regions alone account for roughly 37% of the total 

amount invested during the period of 2012 through 2016. The 

top 10 regions that attracted the highest investment volumes 

also accounted for nearly 58% of the total transaction vol-

ume. Compared to last year’s survey, the growth amounted 

to one percentage each. The resultant ranking is not based 

exclusively on the regions’ appeal. A fundamental factor is 

the available investment-grade supply in logistics real estate, 

which is definitive for a given region’s transaction potential, 

among other things. 

This year’s ranking of logistics regions by traded floor area 

volume differs only in minor details from the prior year rank-

ing. There were no clear winners or losers. Like last year, the 

Rhine-Main/Frankfurt logistics region tops the list, reporting a 

traded floor area volume of around 2.8 million sqm (2012 

through 2016). The volume traded in 2017 is already nearing 

the mark of 600 million square metres, while also being the 

largest overall. The region of Hamburg remained in second 

place, trailed closely by the logistics regions of Düsseldorf 

and Halle/Leipzig (2016: ranks 3 and 4, respectively). The 

Berlin logistics region made a small upward leap as it im-

proved from its prior-year ranking of 10th place by two spots 

in the ongoing year. The logistics region of Bremen and North 

Sea ports and the region of Munich dropped two ranks each 

(2016: ranks 8 and 11, respectively). The differences in floor 

area traded in the midfield are negligible, which means that 

regions could yet swap ranks as the year progresses. The 

rankings in the bottom segment also experienced but minor 

variations year on year. Striking to note in this context are the 

logistics regions of Rhine-Neckar and Aachen. For the survey 

period 2012 through 2016, they show an elevated transac-

tion volume that entered into this year’s evaluation and 

caused the regions to ascend two ranks each (2016: ranks 19 

and 27, respectively).

Fig. 48 bReakdown oF investments by Location, 2012 –2016
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Fig. 49 Logistics Regions by tRaded FLooR aRea voLume, in ‘000 sqm,  
2012 –2016, 2017*
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100 metRo Regions expand theiR Lead—
Rhine-RuhR catching up

The investor interest concentrates increasingly in the “Big Sev-

en” cities, although there are exceptions. For one thing, the 

Rhine-Ruhr logistics region has positioned itself among the top 

5 this year with an investment volume of c. 310 million euros 

to date. During the same period last year (H1 2016), the re-

gion had registered virtually no investments at all. The reason 

for this trend reversal are mainly the large-scale portfolio deals 

closed by the foreign investors Blackstone/M7 and CIC (China 

Investment Corporation) whose investment properties are to a 

large extent located here.

But apart from this special case, investments were predomi-

nantly focused in the major metro regions. In fact, the regions 

of Rhine-Main/Frankfurt, Cologne and Düsseldorf positioned 

themselves ahead of the Rhine-Ruhr logistics region still. They 

will moreover remain highly attractive to investors in the ongo-

ing year, claiming the top spots with investment volumes of 

more than 350 and up to 460 million euros this year to date. 

The Hanover/Braunschweig logistics region also benefited 

from the large portfolio deals of the first six months of 2017. 

A total of c. 250 million euros reported at mid-year pushed this 

region up into 5th place (2016: rank 8). The floor area traded in 

the Hanover/Braunschweig region differed only minimally from 

the volumes in Bremen and North Sea ports region and the 

greater Munich area. In 2017, several single investments in the 

amounts of c. 230 and 20 million euros were registered here. 

The regions next in line—Upper Rhine, Nuremberg and Stutt-

gart—reported few transactions in a volume between 150 and 

190 million euros this year. 

The ten regions with the largest investment volumes already at-

tracted a combined total of 2.8 billion euros in 2017, which implies 

an increase in investment volume by around 190% (evaluation up 

to 31 July 2017: 970 million euros). Investment demand in estab-

lished regions is as lively in 2017 as it was in previous years.

Size STrUcTUre of The TranSacTionS

As far as single transactions go, most investments had price 

tags between 20 million and 50 million euros. In 2016, about 

17% of all investments in this segment were in the size band 

of 20 million to 30 million euros.

The transaction volume registered in the bracket of 50 million 

to 100 million was virtually unchanged year on year. It should 

be added that a few big-ticket deals suffice to push this seg-

ment. This is the investment level preferred by most foreign 

investors, as is the size band of 100 million euros, because 

big-ticket investment score a high market share on short no-

tice and permit the fast set-up of a substantial portfolio. The 

years 2012 and 2013 had seen no transactions in this size 

band at all.

German investors, by contrast, try to avoid cluster risks by 

investing in single assets even if doing so involves higher 

costs. While investors from outside Germany prefer estab-

lished locations or metro regions, domestic investors with 

detailed regional know-how will also consider investments 

in smaller regions or peripheral locations.

smaLLeR tRansaction voLumes gai-
ning in signiFicance

Smaller assets with a market value of up to 20 million euros 

were buoyed in 2016 by a sustained upward trend of 4% 

year on year. All things considered, this category combines 

roughly 44% of all transactions with an average property size 

of 13,000 sqm of usable area, and thus represents a popular 

investment segment; the average size of properties selling for 

less than 10 million euros is 8,000 sqm of usable area. Only a 

few institutional players invest in the smaller properties. These 

logistics assets tend to be part of package sales or else are 

acquired of owner-occupiers or private investors.

the investment maRket FoR Logistics ReaL estate
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Fig. 50 investments by tRansaction size bands, pRo-Rata in %, 2011 –2016

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012

yield STrUcTUreS of The logiSTicS regionS

net initiaL yieLd Rates coveR an 
extRemeLy wide spectRum FRom one 
Logistics Region to the next

One of the most important measurand for the investment mar-

ket is net initial yield (NIY). It captures the ratio of net income 

of the year for a given property to its total investment costs. 

The lower the NIY, the higher the price of the property relative 

to the rent revenue it generated. The higher the NIY, the lower 

the total investment costs relative to the generated rent reve-

nue. The net initial yield is considered a reference benchmark 

for alternative investments and also as a risk parameter. A rise 

in NIY will normally be understood to imply an increasing in-

vestment risk. Low NIY rates are the hallmark of established 

markets and thus of higher property price tags, whereas high 

NIY rates tend to be associable with markets of low appeal and 

thus of lower-priced real estate.

A look at the NIY rates of the logistics regions in 2016 high-

lights once more the appeal of the established regions. The 

list of logistics regions is led by Munich (NIY 2016: 5.00%), 

Hamburg (NIY 2016: 5.10%), Berlin (NIY 2016: 5.00%), 

Rhine-Main/Frankfurt (NIY 2016: 5.15%) and Düsseldorf (NIY 

2016: 5.30%) .



102 The rising attractiveness of logistics investments triggered an 

extremely strong NIY compression during the period of 2012 

through 2016. The most dynamic yield performance was reg-

istered in the Berlin region. Here, the NIY hardened by around 

220 basis points, dropping from 7.3% in 2012 to 5.1% in 2016. 

Although Berlin is not the most expensive market, it was the 

region with the fastest yield compression during the survey 

period. Strong compression in the years 2012 through 2016 

was also reported from the logistics regions Upper Rhine (190 

bps), Halle/Leipzig (190 bps), Munich (180 bps), Stuttgart (170 

bps) and Rhine-Neckar (160 bps). These regions showed an 

extremely dynamic performance in recent years. 

A somewhat less dynamic NIY performance was shown by the 

logistics regions in central Germany, including A4 motorway Sax-

ony, A4 motorway Thuringia and Koblenz. Here, compression 

was limited to a relatively narrow delta of 70 bps. The lowest 

compression was registered in Münster/Osnabrück at 40 bps.

yieLd compRession sLowing—
maRket stRain expected to staRt 
easing duRing the second haLF-
yeaR oF 2017

During the period 2012 through 2016, yield rates in virtual-

ly all logistics regions dropped by more than one percentage 

point. A breather had been anticipated as early as the first 

half-year of 2016, and was expected to bring a trend rever-

sal for the pressure on the hardening NIY. But it did not ma-

terialise until a year later, in H1 2017. That being said, the 

drops between 2016 and 2017 were limited to a few basis 

points. By mid-year 2017, the NIY rates in the much-coveted 

markets were down to 4.9% in Munich and 5.0% each in 

Hamburg and Rhine-Main/Frankfurt. Across all German logis-

tics regions, the maximum decline year on year was 15 basis 

points. Stuttgart is the one region that took exception with a 

yield compression of around 20 bps between year-end 2016 
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Fig. 51 stRong compRession oF pRime net initiaL yieLds (niy)  
FRom 2012 to 2016 and up to mid-yeaR 2017*
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*In the chart, the top score of the colour gradient represents the NIY at the start of the period under review in 2012. The single-colour score in the centre represents the peak-cycle NIY 
at the end of the period under review in 2016. The bottom colour gradient shows the continued NIY compression this year alone at the end of the first two quarters of 2017
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and mid-year 2017. The dynamic expansion of the supply side 

with attractive new-build properties has kept the investment 

potential on a high level, whereas other top regions, such as 

Munich, brace themselves for a supply contraction.

The remainder of the year is expected to bring additional 

modest yield drops even in the remote regions. Since the 

sustained demand in the top logistics regions translates into 

high selling prices, local players have already started buying in 

place away from the popular locations. The rising demand in 

peripheral regions like Magdeburg, Aachen, or A4 motorway 

Thuringia is reflected in an average compression of 8 bps (∆ 

between year-end 2016 and mid-year 2017).

Despite the decelerating yield compression, logistics real es-

tate continue to offer a significant yield pick-up compared to 

other real estate classes. The investment market for logistics 

real estate will probably be nearing the peak of its cycle by 

the end of 2017, although there is nothing to suggest a signif-

icant decline in demand. Rather, the investor focus is shifting 

toward alternative locations intended for sustainable commit-

ments. It is reasonable to assume that yield rates will stabilise 

on the current level.



 inteRioR shot  
 Logistics centRe hiLdesheim 
 (Source: Bremer) 



The location of logistic properties in sustainably attractive logistics regions 

is of enormous significance for logistics operators, property developers, in-

vestors and financiers. While the deciding factors for owner-occupiers may 

include personally motivated location parameters, the above market players 

mainly seek to maximise property sustainability in real estate economic terms.

The purpose of conducting a scoring process on the market attractiveness of 

the logistics regions is to provide decision guidance to all market participants 

so as to help them identify investments marked by long-term security. Among 

the key influencing factors are the market data identified in the foregoing chap-

ters, including the construction and investment volumes in the logistics real 

estate sector. The scoring is provided as part of this survey series for the third 

time in combination with other real estate economic figures from the rIWIS 

data system of bulwiengesa, as well as with regional economic key market 

indicators on the labour and sales markets. Since the same calculation method 

was applied, and since historic time series for the input data are available, the 

patterns that can be derived are demonstrably meaningful.

maRket appeaL 
oF the Logistics 
Regions—regional 
develoPmenT TrendS
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Fig. 52 top scoRes and weightings within the FRamewoRk oF the scoRing  
oF Logistics Regions

top sCore analytiC aspeCt of the parameters in the logistiCs region weight

Supply score
Supply in existing building stock, and submarket variable in the overall architecture
Scale and dynamic of the building activity
Significance of the building activity for the total stock

10%

Demand score
Scale of the stabilised take-up, dynamics of the take-up
Significance of the occupier market for the total turnover
Balance and stability of industry demand

20%

Rent score
Level, dynamics and projection of prime rents in best-of-class locations
Level, dynamics and projection of average rents across the market area

10%

Investment
demand score

Level, dynamics and market significance of the investment demand, in sqm
Level, dynamics and stability of the investment demand, in euro

20%

Yield score
Level, dynamics and projection of stabilised prime yield (net) in premium locations
Level, dynamics and projection of average yields (net) across the market area

10%

Land score
Level, dynamics and stability of the maximum prices for commercial building land  
in premium locations
Level, dynamics and stability of the average prices for commercial building land across the market 

10%

Regional 
score 1

Level, dynamics and stability of the population
Level and dynamics of the gross value added (absolute) and share of the industrial sector  
trade & transportation

10%

Regional  
score 2

Level and dynamics of gainful employment (absolute) and share of the industrial sector  
trade & transportation

10%

the sCoring system for logistiCs attraCtiveness

We used a scoring process to assess the market attractiveness 

of all 28 logistics regions. The method involves the calculation of 

an upper score for each key market indicator, such as take-up, 

building activity or investment activities, etc. The individual upper 

scores for each logistics region enter into an overall scoring. The 

model attributes more or less the same weighting to each. Only 

the score values of demand (investment and occupier demand) 

are weighted a little higher because the model is to express the 

stable long-term viability in real estate economic terms, and be-

cause these two factors have a special significance. There have 

been no changes to the calculation scheme since last year. In 

addition to the top-down information on the logistics regions, the 

fold-out included with the survey provides a detailed account of 

the most important key ratios used in the scoring. 

The scoring system represents an assessment in purely real 

estate economic terms (e.g. rents/yields) while ignoring the 

logistics angle. To make the scoring results easier to read and 

interpret, we supplemented all scoring results with a grade 

that is analogous to the 6-point grading scale used in German 

education, with grades ranging from 1 (“very good”) to 6 (“in-

sufficient”) However, the grades awarded in the overall com-

parison do not necessarily cover the entire grading spectrum (1 

to 6) because of the mathematical methods used, such as the 

standardisation of figures.

raTing The aTTracTiveneSS of logiSTicS regionS 
for The real eSTaTe economy

maRket appeaL oF the Logistics Regions
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Fig. 53 synopsis oF maRket attRactiveness and the vaRious top scoRes

logistiCs region rank
overall sCore 

market  
attraCtiveness

grade from 1 to 6 Change in rank

Munich 1 1.64 1 1   

Berlin 2 1.71 1 1   

Hamburg 3 2.02 2 -2 

Halle/Leipzig 4 2.06 2 2  

Lower Bavaria 5 2.06 2 7  

Rhine-Ruhr 6 2.09 2 4  

Rhine-Main/Frankfurt 7 2.13 2 -2   

Stuttgart 8 2.17 2 3  

Cologne 9 2.18 2 -2 

Düsseldorf 10 2.19 2 -6   

Hanover/Braunschweig 11 2.20 2 -2 

Rhine-Neckar 12 2.34 2 2  

Münster/Osnabrück 13 2.37 2 9  

Bremen and North Sea ports 14 2.43 2 -6 

East Westphalia-Lippe 15 2.53 3 0  – 

Upper Rhine 16 2.64 3 10  

Augsburg 17 2.69 3 -4 

A4 motorway Saxony 18 2.72 3 1 

Dortmund 19 2.80 3 -2 

Nuremberg 20 2.82 3 -4 

Aachen 21 2.86 3 2  

Saarbrücken 22 2.92 3 5  

A4 motorway Thuringia 23 2.92 3 -2 

Koblenz 24 2.93 3 0  – 

Bad Hersfeld 25 3.05 4 -7 

Kassel/Göttingen 26 3.05 4 -6 

Ulm 27 3.10 4 -2 

Magdeburg 28 3.16 4 0  – 
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Fig. 54 yeaR-on-yeaR Ranking oF geRmany’s Logistics Regions, 2015 –2017

comParing The aTTracTiveneSS of logiSTicS regionS  
for The real eSTaTe economy

The market attractiveness ranking of the various logistics re-

gions underwent changes year on year, some of them quite 

significant. Although a few regions—and more than last 

year—retained their positions, the composition of the ranking 

changed considerable in some areas. Several locations, for 

instance, saw their rankings drop despite an improved market 

performance because other regions developed far more dy-

namically yet. This is easy to see when comparing the score 

values of all regions, whose average has improved across the 

board. Having stood at 3.19 as recently as 2016, the score 

improved to 2.48 this year.

shiFted positions in the Lead gRoup—
munich the new top-peRFoRmeR

The top 10 of Germany’s logistics regions shows some major 

changes in this year’s line-up. For one thing, Hamburg lost its 

lead position to Munich, and was also outperformed by Berlin 

which pushed up into second place. Key drivers of this devel-

opment are the dynamic demand (for both floor area and in-

vestment opportunities) in Munich and the brisk rent growth 

in Berlin. Moreover, both logistics regions stood out with their 

socio-economic and regional economic outperformance.
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The Hamburg logistics region continues to be positioned as 

one of Germany’s top locations, but in terms of demand and 

rent performance as well as in regard to its economic parame-

ters it lags behind Munich and Berlin this year. Then again, the 

city boasts a brisk construction activity, available floor space, 

and a brisk investment demand.

Other up-and-coming regions include Rhine-Ruhr (up 4 ranks 

year on year), Stuttgart (up 3 ranks) and Lower Bavaria (up 7 

ranks). While Rhine-Ruhr outperforms virtually all other regions 

in terms of demand and investments, Lower Bavaria stands 

out because of the very brisk development of its floor space 

supply. The region also counts among the country’s top logis-

tics regions in terms of rent rates. The Stuttgart region accom-

plished its upgrade primarily through a spike in investment de-

mand and the superior performance of its regional economy.

The top third is completed by the logistics regions Halle/Leip-

zig, Rhine-Main/Frankfurt and Cologne. Halle/Leipzig, having re-

versed last year’s trend, and showing a positive supply/demand 

relations as well as bright economic parameters, improved its 

scoring rank and is now in 4th place. Rhine-Main, by contrast, 

dropped two ranks, explained mostly by a drop in demand 

when compared to previous years.

up-and-coming Regions—münsteR/
osnabRück and uppeR Rhine

After heavy losses last year, the regions Münster/Osnabrück 

and Upper Rhine made a big leap forward in this year’s scor-

ing as they improved faster than any other region. Münster/

Osnabrück, for one, moved up nine ranks, driven by a dynamic 

demand trend above all. The socio-economic and regional eco-

nomic environment has also much improved. The Upper Rhine 

region, which shot up by ten ranks, benefits from substantial 

improvements in terms of rent level and investment demand.

Inversely, the heaviest losses in the midfield were suffered by 

the regions Düsseldorf (-6), Bremen (-6) and Augsburg (-4). It 

should be added, though, that all three of these regions deliv-

ered a largely stable performance, and that they are downgrad-

ed mainly because they are outperformed by more dynamic 

regions. Accordingly, the trend could realistically reverse itself 

at any time.

maRket appeaL oF the Logistics Regions
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 inteRioR shot oF
 a haLL FoR textiLe Logistics

 (Source: Bremer)



The only regions who made gains in the lower third are Saar-

brücken and Aachen, these being very small regions. The rise 

reflects noticeable improvements in rent levels and invest-

ment activities.

Magdeburg once again brings up the rear of the ranking. The 

Saxony-Anhalt region actually improved its market attractive-

ness, and considerably so. But both supply and demand trailed 

behind the other regions, as did the economic parameters.

ShifTing demand PaTTernS in The logiSTicS regionS

The market is in motion and defined by a fast-paced dynam-

ic. In analogy to other real estate segments, the market evi-

dence suggests that the metro regions generate far-reaching 

appeal and high logistics centrality ratios. Meanwhile, logis-

tics regions located in the heart of the country, like Kassel/

Göttingen or Bad Hersfeld, are losing in relevance. The hubs 

located there, which were primarily important for overnight 

transportation are losing in significance for the same reason. 

In the long term, overnight transportation will vanish—where-

as being close to the customer to be able to deliver on the 

same day or within an hour will keep getting more important. 

And in this regard, the classic “Big Seven” cities stand to win 

while also being at the focus of Germany’s residential and of-

fice real estate market action. Naturally, this implies an inten-

sifying competition for floor space. Alternative concepts and 

new mindsets will be needed to meet the requirements of all 

user groups—as the discussion on the subject of city logistics 

(Chapter 4) demonstrates. 

map oF Logistics Regions keeps 
changing: cLeaR Focus on 
metRopoLises

In addition to the “Big Seven” or Class A cities, there are cer-

tain other logistics regions that, while being noticeably smaller 

than the top 7 locations, do have sizeable volumes of consum-

ers and labour. These locations serve as backup for setting up 

large-scale logistics operations that the metro regions are un-

able to accommodate. At the same time, they are usually lo-

cated next to major trunk roads that permit fast haulage to the 

metropolises. Land and human resources tend to be available 

here still, while either is beginning to be in short supply in the 

metro regions. Examples of such logistics regions would be 

Hanover/Braunschweig, Halle/Leipzig, and Lower Bavaria. Al-

though regions with optimal transport locations such as Kassel/

Göttingen and Bad Hersfeld are also well situated within the 

road network and still have land reserves, they lack convenient 

accessibility to a large consumer constituency and an adequate 

supply of human resources.

numeRous downgRades in the  
bottom thiRd

The lower third of the table is defined by a number of regions 

that dropped in the ranking year on year. The drop is particularly 

conspicuous for the logistics locations Bad Hersfeld, Kassel/

Göttingen and Nuremberg. This development in central Ger-

many is explained primarily by the low building activity and low 

demand. Investment activities are also sub-average. It should 

moreover be added that some logistics activities have relocat-

ed to larger adjacent regions.

maRket appeaL oF the Logistics Regions
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 distRibution centRe in kLeinaitingen 
 (Source: Bremer) 



Building activities are on a record level. In the city logistics system, however, 

they focus on major e-fulfilment centres and regional transshipment and supply 

chain facilities. There has been virtually no construction of city logistics proper-

ties yet. How do you explain that? Is city logistics real estate still not on the radar 

for lenders? What are the assessments for the current and future scalability and 

risk profiles of real estate suitable for city logistics purposes?

Once again, experts and panel members took stock of the present situation and 

provided fascinating assessments and outlooks.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“The dynamic development of technology and consumption have left their 

mark on the world of real estate. We have reason to assume that today’s blue-

chip tenants will no longer be welcome tomorrow. Inversely, the leads currently 

rejected will be the future tenants.”

city Logistics  
ReaL estate  
Financing — 
aSSeSSing The riSk Profile
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ShifTing riSk-reTUrn ProfileS

Notwithstanding the general gains that online retailing has 

made and the associated growth in delivery volumes, it is 

doubtful whether same-hour-delivery (SHD) will become a 

widespread standard in Germany. Rather, facilities expressly 

designed for the SHD business currently seem a sensible in-

vestment proposition only in Class A and possibly Class B 

cities. After all, an economically sufficient customer density is 

only available in highly urbanised environments.

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR,  

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“City logistics are subject to a clear distinction between urban 

and non-urban regions. Investing in German B- and C-class cit-

ies according to the same criteria can be risky because they are 

defined by different structures.”

But what about cities where the implementation of an in-

ner-city supply chain characterised by same-day and same-hour 

delivery (SDD, SHD) will become a reality in the medium term? 

What lenders care about in particular is the future marketability 

of a given property. Essential criterion for its long-term viability, 

in addition to a functioning concept, is the demonstrable ex-

istence of a general demand for the developed property type. 

The quantity of comparables tends to be substantially lower for 

special-purpose real estate. This makes them a rather demand-

ing product. One thing that is always checked in this context 

is the risk-return profile of a real estate financing arrangement. 

What are the risk factors involved and what the arguments in 

favour of the investment?

Interesting to note, it is not even the special know-how city 

logistics real estate requires that makes most lenders cau-

tious. Accepting an existing facility agreement for a property 

whose terms propose the property’s conversion from offices 

to a city logistics facility is what give lenders pause. They 

dread the possibility that the cashflow might be reduced 

compared to what could be expected from office or retail 

use, for instance.

In addition to the anticipated drop in rental income, e.g. when 

compared to office or retail occupancy, the so far indetermi-

nable demand for the property type serving the last and final 

mile delivery market is another reason that lenders often cite 

to explain why they decline to underwrite city logistics real 

estate. There are currently very few benchmarks to draw on 

when making a loan decision.

Fig. 56 FRom a LendeR’s peRspective, what aRe the aRguments against Financing a city 
Logistics pRopeRty FoR the Last and FinaL miLe?

38
%

7% 

55%

The comparatively low rental income 
(small floor area, low projected rental 
rate) combined with a relatively high 
investment volume (low net initial yield)

likely to require intense asset 
management and special know-how

This is not an established type of 
property, and there are virtually no 

benchmarks for it
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That being said, the interviewed lenders are by all means aware 

of the positive qualities of city logistics real estate. In fact, half 

of the respondents (47%) assumes that e-commerce, being 

a growing economic sector will eventually open up significant 

and auspicious options for participation. Well over one in four 

respondents (28%) already acknowledge the high alternative 

use potential of city logistics real estate in terms of its usabil-

ity by entirely different tenant groups (retail, office, etc.) as a 

positive quality. Another quarter of all respondents consider it 

a positive aspect that tenants of city logistics properties are 

marked by a high tenant retention rate, and generate a secure 

cash flow as a result.

stiLL an unknown asset with 
speciaL chaRacteRistics—city 
Logistics ReaL estate is costLieR  
to Finance 

Even from a lender’s point of view there are certainly good rea-

sons for a commitment in city logistics real estate. Then again, 

there are several reasons discouraging it. The trial-and-error 

phase to build up the necessary know-how has only just got 

underway in the field of city logistics real estate. So the suc-

cess of the concepts now being tested in the market will only 

known in the medium term. Not until it has become clearer 

what a marketable product is supposed to look like will the 

financier remain cautious and charge higher markups. While 

logistics properties on greenfield land have become some-

thing of a standard product even for lenders, city logistics real 

estate still represents uncharted territory for most. This is an-

other reason why the majority of respondent lenders (48%) 

estimated that the markups for city logistics real estate will be 

higher than for large-scale assets outside the city limits. Then 

again, one in three respondent lenders assumes the markups 

will be more or less the same as for other asset types, while 

18% believe they may actually be lower.

 pRoF. tobias Just, 

 iRebs ReaL estate business schooL: 

“The more often the concept is implemented in other cities, 

the more interesting it becomes for financiers. Stand-alone 

solutions constitute special purpose properties in the eyes 

of financiers, and thus require advanced know-how. Which 

means that a lender would have to be a meta-expert for many 

real estate products. This makes the lender’s job harder, es-

pecially when complex products are involved.”

Fig. 57 FRom a LendeR’s peRspective, what aRe the aRguments in FavouR oF Financing  
a city Logistics pRopeRty FoR the Last and FinaL miLe?

28
% 25%

 

  47%

high tenant retention rate in the case of 
city hubs and thus a secure cash flow

high alternative use potential  
that can be safely assumed for city hubs

Participation in growth-driven economic sectors, 
such as e-commerce
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Top-Down Information Size of the logistics region, in sq. km (2017) 1,984 1,913 364 451 719 4,419 2,748 1,696 2,000 2,089 4,988 3,318 1,903 645 2,259 1,380 2,877 2,373 1,868 1,052 2,603 2,637 4,152 1,412 2,817 925 1,934 1,107

Surface area by type of actual use: Industrial and commercial floor area, in '000 sqm  (2013) 45 28 8 14 7 104 60 51 73 74 113 77 22 16 55 20 34 38 22 21 72 49 78 55 114 30 49 22

Gross domestic product (estimate), in billion euros (2012) 35.3 21.0 15.0 17.9 7.7 128.9 46.7 50.6 109.7 32.8 137.4 77.0 23.4 18.4 105.1 10.6 131.7 37.7 26.3 39.5 55.3 51.4 169.9 60.1 101.7 24.1 93.2 18.7

Unemployment, in '000 (2016) 53 27 24 9 4 187 54 84 123 47 110 67 14 4 113 24 48 35 12 26 22 32 91 36 188 28 45 10

Benchmark data used in the scoring, inter alia

Supply score Investment-grade stock, in '000 sqm (2017) 60 147 90 132 60 205 277 200 450 26 147 260 54 179 476 46 196 94 88 217 256 113 587 155 417 24 168 28

New-build completions in the logistics region, in '000 sqm (2012 – 2016) 202 661 107 228 89 691 649 418 1,166 573 899 865 407 278 414 107 540 508 783 301 660 429 1,487 621 627 92 633 284

Demand score Take-up in the logistics region, in '000 sqm (average 2012 – 2016) 55 139 41 55 21 407 198 215 331 204 631 259 72 18 227 23 348 156 187 91 142 150 506 189 360 27 220 68

Share of the letting take-up, in % (2012 – 2016) 20 % 52 % 50 % 75 % 79 % 74 % 56 % 76 % 73 % 78 % 64 % 60 % 67 % 57 % 74 % 7 % 54 % 44 % 67 % 69 % 68 % 38 % 70 % 58 % 53 % 51 % 49 % 32 %

Industry demand in the 
logistics region (2011 – 2015 in  %)

     in the logistics & transport sector 49.9 % 31.3 % 35.8 % 75.7 % 79.1 % 43.4 % 57.7 % 39.9 % 34.0 % 63.5 % 51.9 % 43.6 % 69.2 % 20.4 % 54.3 % 58.8 % 58.8 % 40.4 % 46.2 % 63.1 % 43.2 % 48.1 % 55.5 % 47.2 % 45.4 % 67.9 % 37.9 % 41.3 %

     in the trade sector 25.6 % 59.1 % 39.3 % 12.2 % 7.6 % 39.4 % 21.1 % 51.9 % 39.4 % 19.9 % 24.7 % 30.0 % 19.1 % 54.8 % 25.8 % 41.2 % 20.4 % 34.3 % 2.2 % 6.7 % 28.7 % 32.3 % 28.4 % 34.5 % 34.3 % 7.1 % 21.9 % 28.8 %

     in the manufacturing sector 23.8 % 9.3 % 21.7 % 10.6 % 5.4 % 14.3 % 19.8 % 6.0 % 24.8 % 15.6 % 17.6 % 18.9 % 8.5 % 20.8 % 11.4 % 0.0 % 17.4 % 23.0 % 48.8 % 13.1 % 27.3 % 19.1 % 12.0 % 17.2 % 16.9 % 25.0 % 38.7 % 29.9 %

     in miscellaneous 0.7 % 0.3 % 3.2 % 1.5 % 8.0 % 2.9 % 1.5 % 2.3 % 1.8 % 1.0 % 5.8 % 7.4 % 3.2 % 3.9 t% 8.5 % 0.0 % 3.4 % 2.3 % 2.8 % 17.0 % 0.9 % 0.5 % 4.1 % 1.1 % 3.5 % 0.0 % 1.5 % 0.0 %

Rent score Prime rents in the logistics region, in euro (2016 in city*) 4.20 4.00 5.20 4.90 4.40 4.90 4.30 5.10 5.40 4.50 5.70 5.80 4.30 4.50 5.60 4.20 6.80 4.40 5.20 5.00 5.20 4.30 6.10 5.30 5.00 4.40 6.10 5.00

Average rents in the logistics region, in euro (2016) 3.00 2.80 3.80 3.90 3.30 4.00 3.20 3.40 4.00 3.50 4.50 3.40 3.10 3.40 4.10 3.30 5.10 3.40 4.40 3.60 3.50 3.00 4.80 3.90 3.40 3.20 4.60 4.20

Investment demand Investment activity in the logistics region, in '000 sqm (2012  –  2016) 113 540 157 394 227 1,071 940 1,163 1,438 1,640 1,571 939 493 319 1,179 23 936 312 571 1,002 918 438 2,963 541 997 146 638 314

Investment activity in the logistics region, in million euros (2012  –  2016) 79 291 127 274 114 719 588 647 1,121 925 1,478 667 295 214 1,024 3 953 234 370 548 635 317 1,913 476 734 104 560 236

Yield score Prime yield (net) in the logistics region, in % (2016 in city**) 7.20 7.70 7.90 7.30 8.60 5.10 6.00 6.00 5.30 5.60 5.10 5.90 6.40 7.40 5.30 8.80 5.00 7.30 6.50 6.50 6.90 7.30 5.15 7.30 5.60 6.80 5.40 6.60

Average yield (net) in the logistics region, in % (2016) 9.20 9.30 8.80 8.20 9.80 7.10 7.90 8.50 8.00 7.60 6,60 8.40 8.50 8.90 7.80 9.80 5.90 8.50 7.60 7.60 8.70 9.20 7.10 8.70 8.70 8.00 7.00 8.60

Land score Maximum land prices in the logistics region, in euro (2016 in city***) 110 100 195 180 120 150 130 280 400 130 220 240 95 150 160 65 1,500 150 320 275 310 90 480 350 125 150 700 195

Average land prices in the logistics region, in euro (2016) 75 65 115 125 85 95 60 90 280 75 160 140 65 100 115 40 660 80 250 170 195 60 325 270 80 80 470 130

Regional score 1 Population in '000 residents (2015) 1,429 741 554 286 220 3,688 1,086 1,677 2,947 1,056 3,078 1,753 378 113 2,888 501 2,177 1,274 644 783 920 946 2,915 1,226 3,433 703 2063 445

Gross value added, total, in billion euros (2014) 38.3 20.4 16.4 11.4 6.7 111.4 39.1 46.7 113.0 27.7 127.6 72.5 13.0 6.6 112.0 12.6 130.4 40.9 27.0 36.3 36.0 32.2 144.1 49.6 95.8 24.2 99.5 15.7

Gross value added, trade & transport, in billion euros (2014) 6.8 3.7 3.1 2.0 1.4 23.8 9.9 9.5 27.0 5.9 38.4 13.9 2.7 1.3 31.0 2.3 35.4 8.7 3.6 8.0 8.4 6.9 36.5 8.9 18.8 4.4 17.8 3.3

Regional score 2 Gainful employment total (in '000) (2014) 770.8 418.3 293.4 191.0 125.2 1,916.7 650.5 811.0 1,626.8 549.4 1,771.5 1,051.2 227.5 102.8 1,565.0 246.8 1,485.3 717.8 410.1 563.0 550.6 528.5 1,835.2 732.3 1,574.2 407.2 1,248.3 259.7

Gainful employment, in trade & transport sector (in '000) (2014) 181.3 100.1 74.8 44.4 33.7 502.1 179.9 230.3 467.3 138.0 571.5 259.0 57.5 27.0 442.4 57.6 439.4 193.3 95.1 149.6 152.3 138.2 548.4 177.1 405.8 99.4 296.3 64.3

Insurable employment, total, in '000 (2014) 545.6 324.2 168.8 188.4 84.5 1,496.0 513.0 548.9 1,092.7 454.5 1,350.3 804.2 265.9 183.7 1,000.6 149.8 1,130.0 406.8 278.9 457.5 565.1 574.3 1,631.6 606.3 1,058.1 277.8 880.5 199.9

Insurable employment, in trade & transport sector, in '000 (2014) 137.7 74.1 49.6 31.5 23.1 352.8 127.3 156.4 332.1 102.1 416.3 189.9 39.2 18.2 304.8 44.8 326.8 134.1 65,7 113.5 108.8 100.2 406.9 127.4 276.5 71.8 219.4 46.1

The prime rent in the logistics region refers to: * Dresden * Jena * Aachen * Augsburg * Fulda * Berlin * Bremen * Dortmund * Ratingen * Leipzig * Hamburg * Wolfsburg * Kassel * Koblenz * Cologne * Magdeburg * Munich * Osnabrück * Regensburg * Nuremberg * Karlsruhe * Bielefeld * Frankfurt * Heidelberg * Duisburg * Saarbrücken * Stuttgart * Ulm

The prime yield in the logistics region refers to: ** Dresden ** Erfurt ** Aachen ** Augsburg ** Fulda ** Berlin ** Bremen ** Dortmund ** Düsseldorf ** Leipzig ** Hamburg ** Hanover ** Kassel ** Koblenz **Cologne ** Magdeburg ** Munich ** Osnabrück ** Regensburg ** Nuremberg ** Karlsruhe ** Bielefeld ** Frankfurt ** Mannheim ** Duisburg ** Saarbrücken ** Stuttgart ** Ulm

The maximum price of land in the logistics region refers to: *** Dresden *** Jena *** Aachen *** Augsburg *** Fulda *** Berlin *** Bremen *** Dortmund *** Düsseldorf *** Leipzig *** Hamburg *** Hanover *** Kassel *** Koblenz *** Bonn *** Magdeburg *** Munich *** Osnabrück *** Regensburg *** Nuremberg *** Pforzheim *** Bielefeld *** Frankfurt *** Heidelberg
*** Mülheim an 

der Ruhr
*** Saarbrücken *** Stuttgart *** Ulm

overview of the Most iMportAnt Key figures of the 28 gerMAn logistics regions
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 interior shot of a logistics centre  
 for fashion/textiles 
 (Source: BREMER) 

familiar Paradigms are shifting

In the present macro-societal situation, it is hard to say which 

way the known patterns are trending. Like other sectors, the 

real estate universe is influenced by the dynamics of techno-

logical development and consumption: Megatrends such as 

the increase in automation and the growth of e-commerce 

will wreak massive changes on work environments in the re-

tail sector. Even the office work environment is undergoing 

changes, as is well known. Nonetheless, the development 

of, and investment in, new floor space continues on a grand 

scale. While the office sector is still said to suffer from a floor 

space shortage, the retail sector is already manifesting signs 

here and there of excess floor area, for the time being mainly 

concentrated in secondary locations. With increasing frequen-

cy the question is raised whether so much physical retail area 

will actually be needed in the future. What is the situation in 

the retail sector?

Within the next five to ten years, city logistics real estate will 

replace retailers in parts of the urban retail locations, according 

to the experts. However, lenders should not be expected to 

apply the same return-security approach as the one applied to 

classic retail real state right away. Not until the product starts 

becoming more standardised at the end of the trial-and-error 

phase will the rates of return and the markups for city logistics 

assets pull level with those of retail real estate.

 Prof. tobias Just, 

 irebs real estate business school: 

“In the medium term, meaning within the next ten years, it 

is reasonable to expect that city logistics real estate will take 

over a major share of the non-discretionary supply function. 

A more stable segment will evolve. Once it has taken over 

a major share of the typical non-discretionary retail trade, fi-

nanciers and investors will accept this asset class as a low-

risk product.”

Once the societal and technological transformation has reached 

the office environments, at the latest, it will be important to 

have accommodation that lends itself to several purposes 

along the lines of a genuine potential for alternative use. With a 

view to the lack of potentially suitable floor space and property 

solutions, the interviewed experts attribute a high potential for 

providing solutions to the last and final mile logistics issue to 

properties originally used for office or retail purposes but facing 

obsolescence now or in the future. As new approaches to the 

use of these existing properties establish themselves, their 

attractiveness to the lending market could improve.

Fig. 58 how do lenders rate the difference in markuPs between conventional  
greenfield logistics real estate and city logistics real estate?
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the caRds aRe being ReshuFFLed—
some FamiLiaR pRopeRty types 
becoming obsoLete

An entire research project could be launched on the subject 

of how the required premises in cities will have to change and 

adapt in order to be sustainable. Some of the well-known prop-

erty types may become completely obsolete.

Against the background of the re-organisation of inner-city sup-

ply chains, the experts are already beginning to doubt the con-

tinued profitability of some property types. Will, for instance, 

the same number of transshipment properties (cross-docking 

facilities) be needed?

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“Since same-hour delivery does not involve overnight trans-

portation, there will be no need for cross-docking facilities in 

the longer term. Parcel deliveries will become a thing of the 

past, replaced by order-picking in local warehouses, racks, 

etc. In my opinion, we will see a drastic drop in the volume 

of parcel shipments, even if they continue to increase in the 

near term as a result of the e-commerce boom. But as soon 

as city logistics has aligned its systems to the new require-

ments, the inner-city facilities will become entirely obsolete. In 

the CEP business, the courier service will gather momentum, 

more so than parcel services. Accordingly, I would not touch 

cross-docking facilities with a ten-foot pole, because it would 

be a misguided investment. Exceptions could possible include 

facilities that are integrated into larger systems and located out-

side the city area.”

“FLexibiLity, FungibiLity and  
a smaRt Location!”

The ideal type of city logistics real estate therefore includes flex 

spaces—meaning floor space of genuine alternative use poten-

tial—that would make the premises suitable for multi-tenant 

and simultaneously flexible use. Once marketable real estate 

products have crystallised at the end of the trial-and-error 

phase, the requirements of occupiers, investors and lenders 

for both existing and new-build facilities will be easy to meet—

assuming development land (plots) is actually available.

For the time being, city logistics solutions are frequently imple-

mented in existing property. One should bear in mind, though, 

that city logistics operators have no use for all floors of a six-sto-

rey office building, for instance, but would limit their operations 

to the basement levels, the ground floor and the first two of the 

upper floors perhaps. This means that logistics operations cov-

ering the last and final mile in existing buildings of this type will 

appeal to investors only if the top floors are available for other 

types of use that do not conflict with the logistics business.

 Janine dietze, dRees & sommeR: 

“City logistics in particular gravitate toward non-standardised 

solutions that involve existing or converted properties. Accord-

ingly, it is probably time to abandon the focus on the potential 

for just one alternative use type. Rather the magic words are 

multi-tenancy and flexibility.”
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 the big caveat: pRopeRty use  
 FoR city Logistics pResupposes 
 competitive Rent LeveLs 

Investors and lenders will principally be interested in real 

estate only if the realistically achievable rent level promis-

es profitability. Even during the ownership phase, a property 

should have an assured capital servicing capacity in the event 

that it is sold.

The respondent experts and the panel of lenders are convinced 

that the biggest obstacle standing in the way of getting a financ-

ing arrangement for city logistics real estate approved is the 

difficulty to achieve a headline rent level with city logistics facil-

ities. With a view to the current parameters, developers prefer 

residential and commercial developments in inner-city locations.

 maRio gLöckneR, zaLando ReaL estate: 

“Real estate companies face the challenge of having to come 

up with solutions and to find a balance between e-commerce 

and tenant, on the one hand, and the capital market, on the 

other hand. City logistics operators will have to pay headline 

rents in line with the market. We recently used the example of 

a vacant facility to discuss the issue. The facility at hand was to 

be sold to the highest bidder. No city logistics concept is cur-

rently able to generate the same kind of rent that a residential 

or commercial development would yield. It is therefore of the 

essence for the developer side to coordinate with architects 

and to develop viable concepts.”

From the experts’ point of view, rent rates for city logistics oc-

cupancy will adapt to the rent level paid by classic urban types 

of use. It stands to reason therefore that the risk assessments 

for such investments will have to be adjusted. This would mean 

in turn that the same kind of standards would be applied to city 

logistics as to the office, retail and residential types of use. At 

this time, many of the active stakeholders, such as appraisers 

and lenders, have yet to become aware of city logistics’ immi-

nent shift in significance. 

 dR. thomas steinmüLLeR, 

 executive boaRd oF capten ag: 

“We are dealing with a property in Berlin with a floor load 

capacity of 1.5 tons that is currently let as office space. But 

we could also rent it out as logistics property. Appraisers 

would still say that 10.00 euros/sqm are a reasonable rate for 

office use, while projecting only 4.00 euros/sqm for its use 

as city logistics facility. This is completely out of touch with 

reality. The rate of 4.00 euros/sqm applies to large greenfield 

locations, whereas the going rate in Germany’s inner cities 

is 10.00 euros/sqm or more even for city logistics facilities.”

Now, as then, lenders consider office and retail real estate a safe 

investment. Property valuations have so far ignored the imminent 

withdrawal of brick-and-mortar retailers from the inner cities.

 pRoF. tobias Just,  

 iRebs ReaL estate business schooL: 

“Conversely, classic retail trade concepts ought to get a high-

er risk rating if they fail to take the latest trends into account. 

This is principally possible, as even shopping centres could 

take over central micro-logistics tasks. Failure to make the 

necessary adjustments would compel financiers to raise their 

markups and to lower their LTV ratios.”

In a few instances, the rents paid for city logistics properties 

serving the final mile have been on a level with the rents paid 

by other types of use.

 RaineR kiehL, ups: 

“Wherever we rent property, we are prepared to pay up to 

20.00 euros/sqm for inner-city storage areas, provided the 

premises are permanently earmarked for city logistics opera-

tions. Of course, the situation varies from one city to the next. 

Not every location justifies this rent level.” 
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